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Abstract
Patient and Intimate Partner (IP) Illness Appraisals in Cancer: A Multi-Methods Study
Martha Francis, Doctor of Philosophy, 2021
Dissertation Directed by: Dr. Mary Johantgen, Associate Professor, Organizational
Systems and Adult Health
Background: Psychological distress for patients with serious illness has been
associated with increased physical and spiritual distress, decreased quality of life, and
increased medical expenses at end of life (EOL). For both cancer patients and their
intimate partners (IPs), appraising the illness and communicating about it can be
challenging. Yet, there is little evidence on how best to support them.
Objectives: Bodenmann’s Systemic-Transactional Model (STM) of dyadic
coping provided foundation to study how living with cancer impacts communication at
primary appraisal level in patient/ IP dyad. The purpose of this exploratory multimethods study was to understand patient/IP illness appraisals. This was investigated
through following aims: 1. Describe patient/IP perceptions of dyadic communication
before and after diagnosis of advanced cancer (including barriers and facilitators to
sharing emotionally vulnerable content); 2. Describe patterns (incongruent/congruent) of
patient and IP communication during advanced cancer; and 3. Explore relationships
between experiential suffering (Suffering Pictogram) and communication congruency
(CCAT-PF measure).
Methods: Descriptive phenomenology was used for the qualitative phase. Indepth, semi-structured interviews with dyads were done, followed by individual

interviews. The quantitative phase assessed cancer communication and suffering using
established measures.
Results: The main findings from qualitative analyses included: 1) Vulnerable
communication is complicated by balancing two opposing worlds: Hope/Positivity and
Uncertainty/Fear of Death; and 2) Vulnerable communication about EOL and hospice is
emotional and unfamiliar. Hearing the word ‘hospice’ ends dyad’s uncertainty,
confirming death from cancer is definite. Patients and IPs articulated feeling unprepared
and needing guidance about skills to cross this vulnerable environment toward open
communication.
Quantitative data from communication measures showed low to medium
discrepancy between dyads yet, patients displayed more discrepant communication
behavior than their IP counterparts. IPs consistently exhibited higher suffering scores
than patients across Overall Suffering and in 6/8 suffering domains. Worry and Fear were
identified as highest domains of suffering for both patients/IPs.
Conclusion: For IP dyads to articulate preferences for care with providers they
must first be provided external support to facilitate vulnerable conversations within the
dyad itself. These dyadic conversations must be initiated early after diagnosis to
strengthen available supports during illness and EOL.
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Chapter 1: Description of the Problem
1.1 Introduction and Overview
The goal of this study was to describe patterns of communication within intimate
partner (IP) dyads living with advanced cancer. It focused on perceptions, barriers, and
facilitators to sharing emotionally vulnerable content (e.g., personal fears, values,
preferences for care, thoughts about death and dying, meanings assigned to palliative and
hospice care) within the dyad. Further, this study described relationships between
experiential suffering and dyadic communication. The goal was to highlight aspects of
dyadic communication not previously appreciated in past dyadic communication
research, yet influential to addressing an existing gap in healthcare to engage individuals
in defining their own values, goals, and preferences concerning care at EOL.
This was an exploratory, cross-sectional study in which descriptive
phenomenology was used to describe patient and IP experiences and perceptions of
dyadic communication. Quantitative description was used to describe dyadic
communication patterns and suffering.
This chapter begins with an overview regarding the background and context to
further exploration of dyadic communication during advanced cancer. Following the
overview are the problem statement, study aims, and theoretical framework. This chapter
concludes with a discussion of the significance of this line of inquiry.
1.2 Background and Context
Patients and family caregivers with serious illness are subject to physical,
psychological and existential suffering during the illness experience.1–6 Heightened levels
of psychological distress have been associated with increased physical distress, decreased
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quality of life, increased mortality, increased spiritual distress, and increased medical care
expenses at the end of life.1–4 Additionally, when suffering exists on one end of the
patient-family caregiver dyad, it has direct impact on outcomes for the other member of
the dyad.7 Family researchers have also identified that the IP/spouse relationship is a
unique entity of interest in contrast to other categories of family caregiver (e.g., friend,
sibling, child, parent).8–10
Patients with serious illness express a need for increased information, particularly
in the diagnosis and treatment phase of illness.2,11 Patients and family caregivers express
wanting to know what lies ahead in the illness experience. 12 The Institute of Medicine
(IOM) reported that a gap exists in engaging individuals in defining their own values,
goals, and preferences concerning care at the end of life.12 Communication deficiencies
among healthcare providers, patients, and family caregivers have been identified as a
causal factor. The ability to openly communicate thoughts, fears and emotions among
patient and family members has been associated with decreased levels of emotional
distress and increased sense of meaning within the illness experience.1 Facilitating
shared experiences through personal narration is believed to enhance family
relationships,13,14 reduce family suffering,15,16 and lastly, contribute to a more
introspective perception of the self, and thus facilitating enhanced self-understanding and
identity.17
1.3 Problem Statement
Decades of research, both qualitative and quantitative, has focused on
interventions to improve outcomes at the EOL through increases in communication of
specific EOL content (physical, psychological, aggressiveness of care received in end of
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life).4,12 Many of those efforts have documented improvements in various outcome
measures at the time of study but have lacked in widespread adoption of standardized
practice care paths across disciplines.18,19 As a result, uncertainty remains regarding how
to integrate and normalize emotionally vulnerable conversations (e.g., individual illness
appraisals, personal fears, values, preferences for care, thoughts about death and dying,
meanings assigned to palliative and hospice care) during periods of wellness much less
early after a serious illness diagnosis. For patients and families to effectively engage their
healthcare team in discussions about preferences for care and prognosis, they may need
an opportunity to discuss these issues in the safety of their primary support system. These
intimate and vulnerable conversations may be an important starting point for people with
serious illnesses to access and receive care that aligns with their values, preferences, and
beliefs. We must clarify understanding of barriers and facilitators to this type of
communication before moving forward with interventions to improve communication in
advanced illness.
Communication is a common need identified as important in family populations
living with cancer.20–23 While provider variables have been explored regarding EOL
communication, perspectives of dyads have not. Yet, patients and family caregivers tend
to withhold important thoughts, fears and concerns 22,24–27 as a means of protective
buffering from harm or added psychological distress that may be induced by this open
communication. Furthermore, in terminally ill cancer populations, open communication
was found to become increasingly more challenging as illness progressed.22,23 Potential
causes for patients and caregivers to withhold sensitive communications during the
illness experience include caregiver’s personal fears about the cancer diagnosis,23,28 as
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well as a personal fear of one’s own death. Interventions to improve communication at
EOL have resulted in improvements in outcomes for both patients and families in the
final months of life. 22,23,29,30
During this period of illness, the threat of death is real, imminent and, may be a
motivator for individuals to accept outside intervention. Yet, introducing EOL
interventions upstream (early in the serious illness trajectory) does not occur, and little is
known on how best to support patients and families in the communication of vulnerable
content. Furthermore, it is unknown whether one’s perceived proximity to death may
mitigate the impact of negative communication behavior (withholding and protective
buffering) in IP dyads or make the dyad more willing to engage in open communication
behaviors.
1.4 Study Aims
The aims of this multi-methods research study were to: 1) describe patient/IP
perceptions of dyadic communication before and after diagnosis of advanced cancer
(including barriers and facilitators to sharing emotionally vulnerable content); 2) describe
patterns (incongruent/congruent) of patient and IP communication behaviors during
advanced cancer; and 3) explore relationships between experiential suffering scores
(Suffering pictogram) and communication congruency (CCAT-PF measure).
1.5 Significance of Study
To help optimize the care of families living with advanced cancer, it is essential
that research provides an in-depth understanding of how IP dyads communicate
emotionally vulnerable content. Fostering open communication skills within IP dyads can
provide a secure path for dyads to follow to maximize available support efforts for this
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population through illness, death, and bereavement. The results of this study will be the
foundation for a program of research addressing gaps surrounding IP dyadic
communication of emotionally vulnerable content and the initiation of palliative care
early after diagnosis of an advanced cancer.
1.6 Theoretical Framework
The theoretical model used to guide this study was Bodenmann’s SystemicTransactional Model (STM) of Dyadic Coping. Building on Lazarus and Folkman’s
transactional theory of stress,31 the STM model acknowledged the potential for
interdependent positive and/or negative effects on coping processes based on the
individual’s communication behaviors in the surrounding social environment. Like other
researchers in the early 1990s, Bodenmann expanded traditional models of stress and
coping to include a broader, social process-oriented approach to understanding the impact
of stress and coping on social units. This transition from individual focus to individual
plus IP focus was the beginning of the ‘dyadic coping’ movement. The STM model is
founded on the assumption that there is interdependence between the stress and coping
processes of each partner in the dyad.9,10,32 This notion of interdependence is reflected in
Figure 1. Like Lazarus and Folkman’s model ,31 the STM involves primary appraisals of
the stress event, but Bodenmann’s theory further breaks down these primary appraisals in
to 4 categories. Primary appraisal 1a includes how partner A assesses the significance of
a stressful event (threat, loss, damage, challenge). Primary appraisal 1b includes how
partner A interprets partner B’s personal (1a) appraisal of the stressful event. Primary
appraisal 1c includes each partner assessing whether the alternate partner acknowledged
the individual (1a) appraisal. Primary appraisal 1d includes a comparison of each
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partner’s individual appraisal and navigating whether the appraisals were similar or
different and whether it was feasible to formulate a shared appraisal or ‘we-appraisal’ of
the event.9,10,32
The STM also involves a set of secondary appraisals evaluating resources
available for use during the event. 9,10,32 Secondary appraisal 2a includes the individual
assessing what personal resources are available for use during the stressful event.
Secondary appraisal 2b includes the alternate partner’s individual resources available for
use during the event. Secondary appraisal 2c involves both partners comparing their
individual resource appraisals and evaluating whether the resources were similar or
different and whether it was feasible to formulate a shared resource appraisal or ‘weappraisal’ of resources for use during the stressful event. After the process of primary
and secondary appraisals, each partner then moves forward with utilization of individual
as well as partner-focused (dyadic) coping behaviors. Coping behaviors could be
characterized as supportive, delegated, negative dyadic coping by partner A or B, or
common dyadic coping by partner A or B. Figure 1 depicts the levels of appraisals and
their relationship to formulating goals and outcomes in the STM for dyadic coping.32 It
is further theorized that positive coping outcomes result in improvements in physical and
psychological well-being, improved relationship and life satisfaction (presence of
meaning), in addition to expanding mutual trust, intimacy and connection within the dyad
(we-ness).9,10,32
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Figure 1. Systemic-transactional model (STM) of dyadic coping 32
1.7 Overview of Dissertation
Chapter 2 includes an overview of the relevant literature, highlighting the gaps in
knowledge. Chapter 3 describes the Methods for the qualitative and quantitative
analyses. Chapter 4 presents the findings of the study, organized by study aims. Chapter
5 discusses the findings, reflecting on the similarities and differences from current
knowledge. Implications for clinical practice, policy and research are then summarized.

Chapter 2: Review of the Literature
7

2.1 Introduction and Overview
This chapter reviews the relevant literature, outlining findings and key aspects of
research of dyadic communication of emotionally vulnerable content while living with
advanced cancer. It begins with a broad description of stress and coping theories in
illness followed by a review of empirical studies on dyadic communication, dyadic
coping, and cancer. The chapter moves forward with an in-depth discussion of how
illness appraisals impact dyadic communication during the cancer experience. A
description and explanation of the impact of negative communication behaviors on
dyadic coping while living with cancer is then discussed. Suffering in cancer is also
discussed to provide additional context to the importance of dyadic communication in
cancer. Lastly, the chapter concludes with a summary of key knowledge gaps.
2.2 Theories of Stress and Coping in Illness
Health-related stress and coping theories have historically focused on either an
individual or family level approach to understand how individuals adapt in response to an
identified stressor. The transactional theory of stress by Lazarus and Folkman 31
conceptualized individual coping processes as involving how the individual appraised
characteristics of the stressful event, as well as how the individual assessed what
resources existed to meet the demands imparted because of the stressful event. Key
approaches to coping identified in the transactional theory model include: 1) problemfocused coping whereby individuals assessed the stressor and determined that their
individual skills were capable of managing the stress independently; 2) emotion-focused
coping whereby individuals assess they are not able to manage the source of the stress
independently and, therefore, seek outside assistance to adapt; and in later adaptations of
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the theory, 3) meaning-focused coping whereby individuals turn to their core beliefs and
values to facilitate adaptation after problem and emotion-focused attempts are
unsuccessful at restoring balance. In the transactional theory of stress, the coping
outcome is assessed at the individual level.
Family based theories grew out of an acknowledgement that individuals utilize
not only intrapersonal skills to adapt, but that the environment surrounding them also
conveys influence.33,34 Both individual and family-based stress and coping theories have
produced valuable insights to processes involved in family adaptations to health-related
stress yet, they do not account for the unique influences of IP dyads on health-related
stress and coping. This theoretical gap led to advancements in dyad specific coping
theories with the conceptual belief that dyadic coping acknowledges the mutual influence
of each partner, rather than 2 separate coping experiences in response to the stress event.
2.3 Dyadic Coping and Relationship Outcomes in STM
Positive dyadic coping has been associated with improvements in relationship
functioning, improved physical and psychological well-being, enhanced mutual trust,
intimacy and ‘we-ness’ (connectedness in the relationship) in response to various types of
stressors. 9,10,32,35,36 In a meta-analysis examining the relationship between dyadic
coping, marital quality and relationship satisfaction, there was a significant relationship
between positive dyadic coping and improved marital functioning and with improved
relationship satisfaction.32 Higher relationship satisfaction has also been associated with
lower levels of patient distress in response to illness stressors.37 Additionally, dyads with
higher marital functioning also demonstrated improvements in problem and emotionfocused stress communication, as well as supportive dyadic coping skills.32 The
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presence of stress within the marital or IP relationship has been associated with a 40%
reduction in the quality of dyadic communication, highlighting added value in providing
external communication support in vulnerable dyad populations.9
2.4 Dyadic Coping, Communication, and Cancer
A narrative review of empirical literature on dyadic communication, dyadic
coping, and cancer was performed. Multiple search strategies were utilized to identify
appropriate published scientific articles. This search was restricted to dates of publication
from 2007 to January 2021, including only articles published in the English language. To
be included in this review, empirical studies must have incorporated specific reference to
the patient and IP dyad as the unit of analysis. Although a wealth of empirical research
exists on the patient and/or caregiver or family outcomes relating to communication and
cancer, the focus of this review was on the unique dyadic interaction that occurs between
IP dyads during the cancer experience, with a specific goal to understand the influence of
communication on stress and coping in dyads living with cancer. Systematic searches of
published articles examining the influence of varied communication strategies on dyadic
coping for intimate dyads living with cancer was completed using PubMed, PsycINFO
and EMBASE databases. Key search terms included coping (also synonyms; health
related stress, stress, and coping), dyadic, cancer (also synonyms; illness, physical illness,
serious illness), communication (also synonyms; dyadic communication, mortality
communication), and couple (also synonyms; marital relationship, intimate partner). This
initial search revealed over 400 potential articles for inclusion but after title and abstract
review utilizing strict parameters of dyads, communication, and cancer, this list was
further reduced to 23 empirical articles for full review. During this phase of the review
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process, the reference lists of each relevant article were also reviewed to identify other
potential articles that may be suitable for inclusion, yet not previously identified.
As a result of this search, and utilizing strict selection criteria, a total of 17
empirical studies on communication, dyadic coping, and cancer were published since
2007 (Appendix N summarizes studies). All but 2 articles29,38 represented work
completed in the United States. Among the 17 articles, the majority (n = 12) examined
dyadic communication and dyadic coping outcomes in the setting of a specific cancer
diagnosis. These study settings included breast (n = 3), prostate (n = 5), lung (n = 1),
colon (n = 1), primary brain (n = 1), stem cell transplant (n = 1). Six studies did not
specify cancer type in their inclusion criteria, but 1 of these studies specified the cancer
must be deemed “incurable”. Although all studies focused on dyadic coping in illness,
seven different theories were used, and 2 studies did not cite a theoretical basis to their
study (Appendix O summarizes theories). The most frequently used theories were
Relationship Intimacy Model (RIM) (n = 5), Systemic Transactional Model (STM) (n =
4), and Developmental Contextual Theory (n = 2).
All 17 articles reviewed utilized a quantitative research design methodology; five
used cross-sectional data collections, five used a longitudinal design and three studies
performed secondary analyses of previously collected longitudinal data. Additionally,
there was significant variation in the outcome measures used though all studies included
self-report of measures. None of the included articles used an observational, descriptive,
or qualitative research design to examine dyadic coping and communication processes to
study dyadic outcomes in cancer.
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Eleven studies examined outcomes for both members of the intimate dyad. All
articles examined psychological outcomes for patients and their partners; a minority
(n = 6) articles examined both physical and psychological outcomes for patients and their
partners. All articles examined dyadic level outcomes including relationship satisfaction
or specific communication processes.
Only two articles focused entirely on a metastatic or incurable cancer (Stage IV
disease) population, but an additional study focused their research on a type of cancer
that traditionally has poor long-term outcomes (lung). In the lung cancer study, 36% of
the study samples were comprised of patients with stage IV disease and their IPs. It is not
yet clear in the scientific literature whether dyadic communication and dyadic coping
outcomes for dyads living with metastatic cancer is transposable to earlier stage, nonmetastatic cancer populations.
One study found that patients with localized prostate cancer demonstrated less
open communication than prostate cancer patients with recurrent or advanced disease.39 It
is plausible that this variance in open communication behavior may also be influenced by
one’s perception of proximity to death. For example, individuals may be more inclined to
overcome a personal desire to withhold personal thoughts and fears when they perceive
their proximity to death as more imminent. In the sample of metastatic breast cancer
patients and their partners, almost 25% of the sample met criteria for high cancer-related
distress at baseline with only minimal reductions in this distress at 3 months (21%) and 6
months (23%).8 It is not possible to directly compare study findings across these 3
studies given that only 2 of the 3 evaluated ‘cancer-related distress’ as an outcome
measure. Additionally, two studies used different measures to assess participants’ levels
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of cancer-related distress (Brief Symptom Inventory/BSI-18; Psychological Distress scale
of the Mental Health Inventory; Impact of Event Scale/IES-15). Despite these differences
in measures, both studies noted that when individuals had high levels of distress at
baseline, they were more likely to exhibit high levels of distress at subsequent assessment
time points. This finding suggests that it may be important for healthcare providers to
screen patient/IP dyads at baseline to identify those at high risk of persistent elevated
distress in the future.
2.5 Gaps in Knowledge Related to Dyadic Coping and Communication in Cancer
While dyadic communication has been studied in relation to outcomes in patients
with serious illness, there are relatively few in cancer. Most studies examined patients
with metastatic disease or those with expected poor outcomes. Thus, little is known about
how proximity of death and seriousness of illness influences the relationships between
dyadic communication and outcomes. Moreover, longitudinal studies are needed to assess
changes over the cancer trajectory.
To improve the experiences of patients and families early after the diagnosis of
cancer, it is imperative that researchers gain an in depth understanding of how family
dyads communicate emotionally vulnerable content to maximize available support efforts
for this population throughout illness, death, and bereavement. Despite much knowledge
that has been gained over the past decade of research on cancer dyads, communication,
and dyadic coping, it is essential that additional further qualitative research be undertaken
to expand existing knowledge about communication trends specific to the sharing of
emotionally vulnerable content for dyads living with cancer. It is also important to
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identify specific barriers and facilitator for intimate dyads to engage in open
communication early after diagnosis and while living with advanced cancer.
2.6 Illness Appraisals and Communication in Cancer
Despite communication being identified as important when living with cancer,
patients and caregivers alike tend to withhold important thoughts, fears, and
concerns22,24–27 as a means of protective buffering from harm or added psychological
distress that may be caused by this communication. Open communication in IP dyads
has been defined as ‘sharing personal worries or concerns with one’s spouse’ 40 and has
been deemed critical to effectively balancing perceived stress in IP dyads.41 Both patient
and IP quality of life and relationship satisfaction have been positively associated with
open communication.39 In studies of dyadic coping in cancer, it has been shown that
development of joint appraisals and joint illness goals was reflective of improved dyadic
coping and dyadic adjustment during the illness experience42,43 Additionally, dyadic
appraisals were determined to be positive predictors not only of a partner’s support
behavior but also of health outcomes in the partner suffering with illness.42 Illness
appraisals have also been identified as independently influential on both patient and
partner quality of life outcomes.44 Dyadic appraisals were predictive of dyadic level
coping outcomes, which further predicted dyadic level adjustment to cancer.43 These
findings support the power of shared appraisals as a means to reduce negative coping and
distress/suffering outcomes in dyads living with advanced cancer.
Discrepancies in dyad appraisals were found to be predictive of worse spousal
mental health outcomes during cancer.45 In a sample of women with metastatic breast
cancer and their partners, the women with cancer were more likely to communicate
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openly about their personal stress with their healthy partners, but healthy partners were
less likely to openly share their stress with their ill partner. Dyadic discrepancies pose
another potential gap in the literature when studying dyadic outcomes in cancer.
2.7 Negative Communication Behaviors and Coping in Dyads Living with Cancer
Prior research affirms that caregivers often withhold stressful communications as
a means of mitigating additional distress on their ill partner.28,46 Two key aspects of
communication behavior (holding back and protective buffering) were evaluated across
multiple studies on communication and coping during cancer. The concept of ‘holding
back’ was described as a negative communication behavior characterized by individuals
holding back talking to their IP about personal concerns during the illness experience.40
Negative dyadic coping behaviors were found to be associated with higher levels of
distress in both members of the dyad.8 Elevated levels of distress at baseline assessment
were associated with more frequent negative communication, decreased levels of
relationship intimacy, and elevated levels of distress six months later.47 In a study of 75
men with localized prostate cancer and their partners, holding back was associated with
increased levels of distress and decreased levels of intimacy for both partners in the
relationship.35 Holding back by either partner has been associated with decreased
relationship satisfaction and lower levels of intimacy and also decreased individual
adjustment to illness.40 Patients that exhibited holding back behavior were found to have
lower levels of personal well-being, but this effect was not extended to their partner’s
level of well-being.40
A similar concept to holding back was termed ‘avoidance of communication’ and
was shown to have similar negative impact on dyads living with cancer. Avoidance of
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communication was associated with decreased levels of mental health and quality of life
outcomes for both members of the dyad.29 Interestingly, individuals who even perceive
avoidance of communication in their partner are more likely to reciprocate with more
negative communication behavior and have increased difficulty with communication.29
This finding supports the existence of a bidirectional relationship influencing patient and
IP dyads, highlighting the importance of researchers studying the dyad (versus individual
patient and individual caregiver outcomes) as a collective unit of measure for analysis.
Three studies examined the concepts of protective buffering and holding back in
cancer dyads to understand the impact this communication behavior has on relational
outcomes.37,40,45,48 It was identified that if one member of the dyad exhibits buffering
behavior, the other member reciprocates with further buffering behavior.48 This negative
communication behavior in either member of the dyad was found to be predictive of
patient distress, but not partner distress.37 Healthy partners were more likely to use
protective buffering regarding the disclosing of illness related stressors when compared
to their partners with cancer.8 Not only was protective buffering found to result in lower
levels of relationship satisfaction and mental health outcomes for dyads, it also resulted in
worse physical and psychological outcomes for the cancer patient.45
2.8 Role of Providers in Communication
Although provider-level variables are not a focus of this study, it is important to
include a brief discussion of providers and cancer communication to provide context for
future discussion of the significance of the findings. The provider has been cited as a
factor influencing how patients understand their diagnosis, make decisions for care, and
convey preferences for care during cancer. Although much emphasis has been placed on
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increasing education and skills training to medical providers for the delivery of bad news,
there has been little change in the engagement of open conversations about prognosis and
preferences for care in the setting of advanced cancer.
In a metanalysis to evaluate the experiences of oncology providers when
delivering bad news to patients, there was consistency across studies in the theme of
disclosing bad news as ‘a balancing act between informing patients and sustaining their
hope’.49 Despite attempting to gauge patients’ attitudes and wishes for information by
encouraging them to ask direct questions to their providers, oncologists erred on the side
of interpreting the absence of questions about prognosis as a desire to not know that
information. Oncologists spoke of an imbalance between sharing treatment related
information and prognostic information; imbalance of knowing how much information to
share and how best to share that information.49 Coping strategies used by providers to
mitigate difficulties in the delivery of bad news were to speak in broad generalities (as
opposed to explicit discussions on prognosis, death and dying) and to offer treatment
options to sustain hope.49,50 Although these coping mechanisms maybe be beneficial to
providers when face-to-face with dyads, they may further contribute to negative
outcomes within the dyad and further perpetuate existing gaps (engaging individuals in
defining their values, goals, and preferences concerning care at EOL) in oncology care.
Thus, longitudinal studies examining communication among the patient, the IP, and the
health care team are needed to understand how best to effectively support patients and
families.
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2.9 Suffering in Cancer
The concept of suffering has been described in relation to EOL experiences in
cancer 51 but little is known about how the quality of dyadic communication relates to
suffering. Understanding the concept of suffering in illness is important because up to
88% of patients with advanced cancer have experienced suffering in some form.51
Suffering is a subjective, personalized experience that is often hard to objectify and
measure in studies of cancer patients. Suffering events may relate to physical, spiritual,
psychological, and social dimensions of experienced suffering. Additionally, suffering
has been described as reflecting the patient’s “perception and appraisal of illness in
everyday life”.52 Given the subjective nature of suffering, one’s personal experience of
suffering is unique and therefore cannot be identical to another’s experience. Thus,
without explicit understanding of one’s internal suffering, it is difficult to offer
interventions to mitigate suffering experiences and events during illness.
To delineate aspects of suffering, researchers have dichotomized suffering as
experiential and existential. Experiential suffering is defined as experiences relating to
the emotional, sensory, cognitive and spiritual aspects of suffering. 53–56 Many of the
interventions to reduce suffering in cancer have focused on this aspect of suffering, such
as the reduction of pain, depression and anxiety associated during the illness experience.
Alternatively, existential suffering has been defined as events relating to confronting
death, social isolation, loss of control and body image, relationship challenges, and loss
of dignity.53–56 In a recent systematic review of available suffering measurement
instruments in palliative care settings, a mere 9 studies and 6 instruments were identified
between 1980 and 2019.57 This highlights another gap in knowledge of how
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communication relates to suffering in cancer patients. After evaluation of psychometric
properties of these six suffering instruments, the Suffering Pictogram had the highest
ratings for methodological quality and quality of evidence for most of the measurement
properties evaluated.57
Few interventions have addressed this existential aspect of suffering in EOL and
even less has been done to investigate suffering early after diagnosis of a serious illness
such as cancer. Furthermore, little is known about how expression of experiential
suffering may be used to enhance open communication in serious illness. This gap is
critical to address because these elements of suffering are intricately involved in how
individuals appraise and enable resources to support themselves during an extended
illness trajectory. Additionally, suffering has predominantly been assessed during EOL
and it is important that suffering also be evaluated early after diagnosis of advanced
cancer if the goal is to integrate open communication interventions upstream.
2.10 Summary of Key Literature Findings
This review illustrates the interconnectedness and synchronicity of many
important concepts that are influential to expanding current knowledge of communication
between IP dyads living with cancer. It offers valuable insights to further validate the
importance of open communication of emotionally vulnerable content in dyads living
with advanced cancer. When dyads demonstrate elevated distress at baseline, they are
more likely to continue this distress throughout illness. This highlights the importance of
distress screening early after diagnosis and at intervals during illness. Enhancement of
open communication within IP dyads can improve outcomes for both parties while living
with cancer and extend through EOL and bereavement. There is ample research evidence
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to support the positive impact of open communication of vulnerable content in IP dyads
living with advanced cancer, but there is limited understanding of how best to foster this
open communication in dyads early after the diagnosis of an advanced cancer. There is
also limited longitudinal data to describe how dyadic communication changes over time
while living with cancer. The STM of dyadic coping emphasizes the importance of dyads
sharing primary illness appraisals as the first step to achieving improved outcomes in
response to the illness stressor. Holding back and protective buffering are common
negative communication behaviors described in dyads coping with illness stress and these
behaviors are associated with decreased relationship, physical and psychological
outcomes. Suffering in illness is common yet little is known about the relationship
between suffering, communication and sharing of illness appraisals for dyads living with
advanced cancer.
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Chapter 3: Research Design and Methodology
3.1 Introduction and Overview
This chapter describes the methodology used during this research study. It begins
with the philosophical background and research design for the qualitative portion of the
study. This is followed by a description of research sample, setting, recruitment and data
collection procedures, measures, analysis of the study findings, issues of trustworthiness,
and challenges.
3.2 Philosophical Background and Research Design
This study of dyadic communication was guided by a descriptive,
phenomenological methodology. The roots of descriptive phenomenology were founded
on the philosophical writings of Husserl and emphasized the value of the ‘natural
attitude’ or ‘lived experience’.58,59 Descriptive phenomenology is aimed at describing a
research problem through the in-depth understanding of how participants assign meaning
to their lived experiences and how participants interact and create meaning within the
world around them.60,61 What is unique to Husserl’s phenomenological approach is his
belief about phenomenological reduction as a pathway to discovering the true essence of
the phenomenon. Husserl also spoke about the importance of one’s lifeworld as a means
to understand a phenomenon of interest in all its intricate facets. The lifeworld has been
further described as “the field in which life in general carries itself out in all its
everydayness”.62
Husserl acknowledged the presence and potential influence of one’s
consciousness in the pursuit of new knowledge, but instead advocated for the use of
bracketing (setting aside one’s natural attitude). This step in the research process allows
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the researcher a means to acknowledge personal opinions and experiences (our natural
attitude) yet set these aside during interpretation of the narrative content. In doing so, the
narrative text may then objectively reveal what previously has been overlooked or
unseen, thus creating a rich description, or essence, of the focus of inquiry.59 Eliciting
authentic discussion from seriously ill patients and their IPs regarding their experiences
of living with advanced cancer, and how that diagnosis impacts patterns of
communication within the dyad, is central to addressing the primary study objectives.
3.3 Description of Research Sample
A purposive sampling strategy was employed until informational redundancy was
achieved. It was anticipated that this would require 10-15 dyads, but interim analysis
after dyad 007 confirmed redundancy had been attained. Participants were recruited
through advertisement in the University of Maryland Marlene and Stewart Greenebaum
Comprehensive Cancer Center (UMGCCC) with the assistance of medical and radiation
oncology staff, and cancer center nursing staff.
Inclusion Criteria: Patient Participant
1. Any inpatient or outpatient patient diagnosed with an advanced cancer (defined
as any solid tumor malignancy, stage 3 or 4, or solid tumor malignancy that is unlikely to
be a long-term survivor (defined as 5 years or longer yet is expected to survive longer
than 12 months). Cancers could include: newly diagnosed glioblastoma (post gross or
near total resection and planned for adjuvant chemoradiotherapy); locally advanced
esophageal cancer (planned for definitive chemoradiotherapy); any pancreatic
adenocarcinoma; and new distant metastatic disease (for previously treated lung, colon,
breast, ovarian or uterine cancers or newly diagnosed stage 4 lung, colorectal, breast,
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ovarian or uterine cancer within the past 6 months of study enrollment). Patients with
limited brain metastatic disease planned for whole brain radiation, stereotactic
radiosurgery or fractionated stereotactic radiotherapy were eligible.
2. Age 18 years or older.
3. English speaking.
4. Able to read and comprehend study consent independently and participate in
face-to-face interview or telehealth interview as appropriate.
5. Performance status ECOG 0-2, thus ambulatory and capable of self-care (Table
1).
6. Agree to audiotaping of interviews with researcher.
7. Have an IP participant that meets eligibility for inclusion and is willing to
consent for participation in study.
Inclusion Criteria: Intimate Partner (IP) Participant
1. Any individual identified by a patient with advanced cancer as being a ‘spouse
or significant other’ involved in their cancer experience regardless of residence or marital
relationship.
2. English speaking.
3. Able to read and comprehend study consent independently and participate in
face-to-face interview or telehealth interview as appropriate.
4. Have a patient participant that meets eligibility for inclusion and is willing to
consent for participation in study.
Exclusion Criteria for Patient and/or IP Participant:
1. Presence of existing clinical relationship to the researcher.
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Table 1. Toxicity and response criteria of the Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group63
Karnofsky Status

Karnofsky
Grade

ECOG
Grade

ECOG Status

Normal, no
complaints

100

0

Fully active, able to carry on all
pre-disease performance without
restriction

Able to carry on
normal activities.
Minor signs or
symptoms of
disease

90

1

Restricted in physically strenuous
activity but ambulatory and able
to carry out work of a light or
sedentary nature, e.g., light house
work, office work

Normal activity
with effort

80

1

Restricted in physically strenuous
activity but ambulatory and able
to carry out work of a light or
sedentary nature, e.g., light house
work, office work

Care for self.
Unable to carry on
normal activity or
to do active work

70

2

Ambulatory and capable of all
self-care but unable to carry out
any work activities. Up and about
more than 50% of waking hours

Requires occasional
assistance, but able
to care for most of
his needs

60

2

Ambulatory and capable of all
self-care but unable to carry out
any work activities. Up and about
more than 50% of waking hours

3.4 Setting
The UMGCCC is a National Cancer Institute (NCI) designated cancer center.
Protocol approval was obtained from both the UMGCCC and the University of Maryland
Institutional Review Board (IRB) (Appendix B). Entry to these clinical sites was
facilitated by the researcher’s past clinical interactions with oncology providers and
clinical experience; her physical immersion in the clinical settings and availability to
answer questions from staff regarding the study and/or potential participants facilitated
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recruitment. The researcher’s regular clinic presence was also a physical reminder of the
need to evaluate patient visits for potential eligibility in the study.
3.5 Protection of Participants
Ethical considerations of concern were potential coercion in recruitment and
maintaining participant confidentiality. To address potential coercion in recruitment,
potential participants were instructed that there will be no added benefits or harms to their
existing oncology care regardless of their decision to participate or not participate in this
study. To maintain participant confidentiality, all study related data were de-identified
and pseudonym identification numbers were used. Adjustments to protocol processes
were made to accommodate COVID-19 restrictions affecting recruitment, consent,
completion of study-related materials and conducting interviews. These adjustments were
made to promote researcher and participant safety during the study.
It was not anticipated that participation in this study would result in any undue
physical or emotional distress or other adverse events. While adverse events were not
anticipated, the researcher attempted to minimize distress during interviews by ensuring a
supportive and comfortable interview environment. Provision of emotional support was
done, and no subjects reported any severe negative experiences from participation. In the
event participants expressed mild-moderate emotional distress, they would have been
provided with contact information for UMGCC Medical Crisis Counseling, but this was
not required by any participants of this study. This information is consistent with support
resources already provided to all patients in the UMGCCC in the Survivorship Guide
under “Supportive Services” and was available to be provided to participants, if
requested.
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3.6

Recruitment Protocol
Clinicians in the cancer center received an information sheet and study flyers

detailing the study, including purpose, inclusion/exclusion criteria, and how to contact the
researcher. Clinicians identified patients meeting the inclusion criteria and asked patients
if they were interested in participating at scheduled clinic visits (in-person, telemedicine)
in UMGCCC and Maryland Proton Treatment Center (MPTC). If interested in
participating, patients/IPs were encouraged to contact the researcher for further study
information. Staff provided potential participants with study flyer (Appendix C), which
had the contact information for the researcher. After discussing the protocol with the
participants in person or by phone, if interested in participating, consent forms were
provided in person or via USPS mail, fax, or email. All participants elected to consent in
person at time of their initial interview and copies of all consents were documented in
case report forms.
Due to COVID-19 pandemic, all participants were given the option to complete
consent and interviews remotely with signed consent being mailed back to researcher or
sent by alternate approved method (fax, scan email, or digital photo of signature page
sent via email to study team). All consents were signed by participants at the time of the
initial interview.
3.7 Incentives
Each participant was given a $25 gift card at the completion of each interview (for
a total of $50, if both interviews completed). This monetary incentive was given to
compensate participants for their time, energy, and willingness to participate in the study.
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All interviews were completed in person; thus, all participants received their gift card at
time of interview completion.
3.8 Data Collection and Interview Procedures
All study interviews were completed in person and recorded for future analysis.
Protocol amendments were approved to allow interviews to be done via telephone until
COVID-19 restrictions lifted, but this process was not utilized. Prior to initiating the
interview, verification of consent to participate was verbally obtained again with
reminder that the interview will be recorded. The interview was scheduled at the
participant’s stated convenience and took place in the participants’ home, unless they
requested otherwise. Conducting the interviews in the participant’s natural setting was
more conducive to a relaxed and productive session in a nonthreatening environment.
Given the sensitivity of the topic, a comfortable setting was prioritized to achieve the
richest data from the participants. All dyads completed the combined interviews in their
homes; only 1 dyad completed the independent interviews in the cancer center (opposed
to home) due to scheduling constraints. The meeting room in the cancer center was
furnished with comfortable seating and refreshments were provided to further promote a
relaxed and comfortable environment.
The interviews were based on interview guides for the dyad together (Appendix
E), the patient alone (Appendix F), and the IP alone (Appendix G). The interview
questions focused on understanding how couples share primary illness appraisals with
each other and how they communicate personal fears, values, and goals for care.
Additional questions focused on EOL, and meanings assigned to hospice care. The initial
interview was completed face to face with both members of the dyad (patient and IP),
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followed by individual interviews scheduled approximately 1-4 weeks following the
initial interview. No participants consented then declined to complete either interview.
All participants completed both the combined then independent interview. All audio files
were professionally transcribed to facilitate subsequent data analysis procedures.
Transcribed data was then de-identified and given pseudonym identifiers for the
remained of the analysis process. After reading through all de-identified transcriptions,
they were loaded to Nvivo software program to initiate the qualitative analysis.
The purpose of this method and sequencing of interviews (combined then
individual) was done to allow the researcher the opportunity to establish relationship and
trust with the participants together, before meeting on a 1:1 basis. It was hoped that
developing trust with participants would facilitate willingness to provide more open and
honest reflections during the interview process.
3.9 Study Measures
Two instruments were administered to address the third aim that explored
relationships between communication congruency and suffering.
3.9.1 CCAT-PF
The Cancer Communication Assessment Tool for Patients and Families (CCATPF) evaluates congruency between patient and family communication. Two versions, one
patient and one family, were developed as a screening tool for types and levels of
communication concordance/discordance in dyads of cancer patients and family
caregivers.64 Parallel items assess the care preferences, values and experiences in making
treatment related decisions during the illness experience, as well as an additional focus on
how the family caregiver is factored in to the decision-making process. The 18-item tool
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encompasses 8 domains which where total scores added together (patient and family
caregiver score) produce an absolute difference score. Maximum scores may range from
0-90. The higher the absolute score, the higher the levels of disagreement or conflict are
between patient and family caregiver communication. Scores for the CCAT-PF measure
were categorized in to 3 groups reflecting low discrepancy/conflict (0-30), mid-level
discrepancy/conflict (31-60) and high discrepancy/conflict (61-90). Additionally, the
patient-specific (CCAT-P; Appendix H and the family caregiver-specific (CCAT-F;
Appendix I) independent scores can be calculated ranging from 18-108, with greater
levels of conflict being reflected with higher scores.64 This scale was found to brief, valid
and reliable with Cronbach’s alpha of 0.49.64 Scores for the independent patient and
family measures were categorized into 3 groups by dividing the range of potential scores
(18-108) in to 3 equal categories to aid in ongoing analysis and interpretation of the
findings. Categories reflected low discrepancy/conflict (18-47), mid-level
discrepancy/conflict (48-78) and high discrepancy/conflict (79-108).
3.9.2 Suffering Pictogram
The Suffering Pictogram (Appendix K) was developed and tested in populations
of palliative care patients with a focus on measuring internal (emotional, sensory,
spiritual, and cognitive), experiential aspects of suffering events in this population.54,65
The 8-item pictogram encompasses 4 emotional scales (worry, fear, anger and sadness), 1
sensory scale (discomfort), 2 cognitive scales (hopelessness and difficulty in acceptance),
and 1 spiritual scale (emptiness). Each item is scaled on a 4 point Likert scale of their
current experience of suffering (0 = none, 1 = a little bit, 2 = somewhat, 3 = quite a bit,
and 4 = a lot).54,65 The pictogram looks like a flower with eight petals; completers are
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asked to rate their current dimension of suffering by shading in the areas on each pedal.
In addition to the 8-items, participants are also asked to give a ‘global suffering’ score in
the center of the flower, using a 0=none to 10=worse possible suffering. This scale was
found to be brief, taking 5 minutes or less to complete.
Scoring of the measure involves adding the 8-item scores. The higher the 8-item
scores, the lower overall perceived quality of life. The higher the global suffering score
(total score in center of the pictogram) correlated with lower perceived quality of life.65
The Suffering Pictogram has good internally consistency with a Cronbach’s alpha of
0.836.54,65
3.10 Data Analysis
3.1.1 Qualitative Analysis
Qualitative data analysis for Aim 1 was guided through the utilization of
Colaizzi’s 66 method. Stages of data analysis are outlined in Table 2 and reflect the
constant flow of movement between interpretation of the text and the phenomenon of IP
dyadic communication in advanced cancer. This method of analyses provided a means
for the researcher to actively evaluate and interpret the narrated text. This step was
followed by further clustering of significant statements to interpret ‘meanings’, then
themes of the phenomena as described by the participants. The result of this analysis was
to provide a comprehensive and exhaustive description of narrated text (fundamental
structure), which reflected the lived experience of IP dyads’ communication in advanced
cancer.
After initial interpretation by the primary researcher, findings were further
evaluated through an iterative process with the assistance of an experienced qualitative
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researcher to verify accuracy of interpretations. In the final stages of data analysis, the
researcher formulated a comprehensive interpretation of the data.
Table 2. Colaizzi’s guide to data analysis67
Step
Description
Researcher familiarizes him/herself with data, by reading
1. Familiarization
through all participant transcripts multiple times.
Researcher identifies significant statements in transcripts
2. Identifying significant
that are of direct relevance to the phenomenon under
statements
investigation.
Researcher identifies themes/meanings relevant to
phenomenon that arise after careful consideration of the
3. Formulating meanings significant statements. Researcher must reflexively
“bracket” pre-suppositions to remain closely to the
phenomenon as experienced.
Researcher clusters identified meanings into themes that are
4. Clustering themes
common across all transcripts. Bracketing all presuppositions is critical, to avoid bias.
Researcher writes full and inclusive description of the
5. Developing an
phenomenon, incorporating all the themes produced at step
exhaustive description
4.
Researcher condenses the exhaustive description down to
6. Producing the
short, concise statement that captures those aspects deemed
fundamental structure
to be essential to the structure of the phenomenon.
Researcher returns to subjects with fundamental structure
7. Seeking verification of statement to verify its accuracy to their experience.
the fundamental structure Researcher may go back and modify earlier steps in the
analysis in the light of this feedback.
Step 1: Familiarization with each transcript. The researcher read and reread each
transcribed interview a minimum of 3 times to gain a broad understanding and sense of
the content shared by participants. During this initial stage of the analysis, a personal
diary (bracketing) was started to gather the researcher’s reflections, ideas and feelings
that arose during the reading of the transcripts. Additionally, the researcher listened to the
audiotapes of each interview an additional 2 times to confirm a broader understanding of
the spoken content which allowed for a felt sense of the emotions, feelings, and
intonations behind the transcribed text to confirm that the researcher’s understanding of
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the text was accurate beyond the stated words and included the emotions behind the
spoken text. Listening to the audiotapes at the same time of reading the transcribed data
brought the voices to life and recreated the researcher’s initial experience of the in-person
interview and is a way of validating the transcription. This additional step in the review
was adopted from prior research performed by Sanders.68
Step 2: Identifying significant statements. Each interview transcript was uploaded
to NVivo (2021) for use in subsequent analysis steps 2-4. All significant statements
reflecting the lived experience of dyadic communication of emotionally vulnerable
content while living with an advanced cancer were highlighted in NVivo. The collective
of these statements was transferred to a new document to assemble and display all
significant statements gathered from the 21 interviews. A total of 631 statements was
collected from the 14 participants (7 dyads) and a sample of the significant statements
may be found in Appendix L.
Step 3: Formulating meanings. Through an iterative process of reading, sorting
and categorization of statements to broader meanings, a final collection of formulated
meanings was achieved. The final meaning categories included: communication with
partner, planning for EOL, influence of others, death and dying, living with cancer,
influence of provider, COVID, participation in study, and thinking of the future. This
collection of final formulated meanings formed the basis for ongoing analysis steps and
represented an exhaustive description of the study phenomenon. This collection of
formulated meanings was reviewed by 2 qualitative researchers and at their guidance, it
was elected to proceed forward analyzing data from 4 of the 9 meaning categories
(communication with partner, living with cancer, planning for EOL, death and dying) as
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they represented the collection of significant statements and formulated meanings that
were most germane to the phenomenon of interest for this current study. This adjustment
lowered the number of significant statements included in the analysis moving forward,
from 631 to 534. During this step in the analysis, the data was then organized by the
interview source (combined interview, partner interview, IP interview) to evaluate each
subgroup of statements and meanings independently to clarify whether meanings were
consistent across all interviews or whether meanings assigned from the data varied based
on the interview source (i.e., did participants reveal the same content in the combined
interview as they did in the individual interviews). This final collection of significant
statements (534) was reduced to 58 final formulated meanings, then reviewed and
verified as appropriate by the same 2 qualitative researchers (Appendix L).
Step 4: Clustering of formulated meanings into themes. During this step of the
analysis the researcher proceeded to further evaluate and condense the 58 Formulated
Meanings in to 15 Broadened Themes, then 5 Emergent Themes, resulting in 2 Final
Emergent Themes. The final emergent themes describe the study phenomenon of interest
accurately and comprehensively, dyadic communication patterns of emotionally
vulnerable content (illness appraisals, personal fears, values, goals, and preferences for
care) during advanced cancer.
Step 5: Developing an exhaustive description of the phenomenon. In step 5 of the
analysis, the findings of the final emergent themes were then expanded upon in
exhaustive detail, including interview quotes, to give life to the final themes and produce
a comprehensive framework to further understand the phenomenon of what dyads
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described their lived experience with communication of vulnerable content during
advanced cancer.
Step 6: Producing the fundamental structure. In step 6 of the analysis process the
exhaustive description was further analyzed and descriptive content was streamlined to
produce the final fundamental structure. This process was done to eliminate any
redundancies in the written content with a goal of producing the most simplified structure
of the phenomenon.
Step 7: Seeking verification of the fundamental structure. The goal of this step
was to return to study participants to verify that the fundamental structure identified by
the researcher was felt to accurately reflect their lived experience. It was important to the
researcher to consider potential distress or harm that may be perceived by participants
during this final phase of the analysis. For this reason, the exhaustive description was
edited to remove participant quotes to avoid participants questioning whether the quote
originated from their interview. Additionally, the researcher reviewed the medical record
to verify the current health status of the patient participant prior to re-contacting the dyad
to verify that the patient was medically stable at that time. During this phase of the
analysis, it was determined that 2/7 patient participants died. Another 2 patient
participants had recently experienced a period of disease progression and the researcher
elected not to consider contacting these dyads. After discussion with another qualitative
researcher, it was decided to reach out to 2 dyads for their input on this final step of the
analysis. Both dyads responded with positive feedback on the exhaustive description and
validated that it was an accurate description of aspects of their personal lived experience
communicating during an advanced cancer diagnosis.
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3.1.2 Quantitative Analysis
Quantitative data were summarized using descriptive statistics (frequencies,
percentages, and means) through utilization of IBM SPSS (version 23). There were no
missing data. To describe the congruency of patient and IP communication patterns (Aim
2), the raw scores of CCAT-P and CCAT-F were compared using the four ordinal levels
of congruency. Due to small total sample size, it was not possible to employ statistical
tests (Pearson correlations or Chi Square test for independence) to examine how the
CCAT measures varied by demographic variables (e.g., stage of cancer, time since
diagnosis, marital status, living situation, faith belief, presence of advance directive).
Aim 3 explored the relationships between communication congruency and
suffering. First, overall suffering scores for the patient and IP were compared with a bar
graph. Second, the suffering domain scores for the patient and IP were compared using a
radar graph. Lastly, the patient and IP congruency scores and overall suffering scores
were compared using descriptive tables.
3.11 Trustworthiness and Rigor
Criteria for ensuring trustworthiness of qualitative data were outlined in detail by
Guba (1981)69 and involve addressing the credibility, transferability, confirmability,
dependability of the data. Credibility was identified as one of the key components to
ensuring trustworthiness and was achieved in this study by ensuring that each participant
was identified appropriately and described accurately. Additional methods involved in
facilitating credibility of the data to promote honesty in the participants by providing the
opportunity to defer answering questions if needed. Formal and informal member checks
were utilized by this researcher through regular meetings every 1-2 weeks with selected
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members of the dissertation committee. These regular meetings confirmed
appropriateness of the researcher’s actions during and after data collection, and provided
opportunities to discuss, reflect and confirm decisions during the data analysis process.
Peer scrutiny of the research project was welcomed and encouraged to provide a fresh
perspective to the data analysis process as the data content was often emotionally laden.
This was an important step, providing an opportunity to discuss the researcher’s stated
biases and confirm that the researcher remained focused on the practice of research and
avoided the potential for responding to participants utilizing a clinical provider lens of
interaction.
Transferability highlights the importance of the findings being generalizable from
the representative sample to the advanced cancer population as a whole. Although the
study sample may be considered small (N= 7 dyads), there was variability in age, disease
site and, stage of illness which allows for transferability of study findings to broader
advanced cancer populations as well as other serious illness populations that are deemed
terminal illnesses. Performing similar studies in populations of seriously ill adults and
their families may also aid in promoting the generalizability of the results, yet it is
important to acknowledge that the primary goal of descriptive phenomenological research
is not to produce generalizable results, but rather, to explore and provide an accurate
description of the lived experience69 of intimate dyad communication in the setting of
advanced cancer.
Confirmability suggests steps to be taken to help ensure that the study findings are
verified to be the results of the participant’s experiences and ideas, opposed to the
characteristics or preferences of the researcher. These steps were taken by the researcher
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by including a clear audit trail during the data collection and analysis process.
Additionally, the researcher returned to 2 participant dyads to obtain their direct feedback
on the final fundamental structure of the data.
Dependability involved providing a clear description of the study’s design and
implementation to address consistency of findings in potential future research on this
subject matter. Reflexivity was a critical component for the researcher during this entire
study given that the researcher has an empathic personality type and has over 25 years as
a practicing oncology provider. Reflexivity has been described as a process of continuous
self-appraisal or internal dialogue to shed light on personal biases, beliefs, and past
experiences related to the research at hand.70 To address reflexivity, the researcher
maintained a research diary and explicitly documented personal biases prior to the start of
data analysis. The researcher also journaled regularly throughout the data analysis
through to completion of the study to separate emotions and clinically based reflections
to avoid biases surfacing in the study findings. Lastly, the researcher openly discussed
potential biases with a qualitative researcher involved in the dissertation committee to
determine appropriate steps to bracket biases from affecting the data findings.
3.12 Challenges
The most significant challenge that arose during this study was the beginning of
the COVID-19 pandemic within the first 3 months after recruitment began. Restrictions
associated with the pandemic impacted continuation of the study and necessitated a 6month hold on recruitment. Additionally, changes were made in the study protocol for
added COVID-19 safety, which resulted in filing an amendment with the IRB. Despite
the temporary hold on accrual due to the pandemic, participants surprisingly elected to
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meet in-person (versus virtually) to complete the interview procedures after recruitment
re-opened. In accordance with required adaptations, interviews were completed wearing
masks and maintaining a 6ft distance between participants and researcher. Despite
concerns that these steps may add participant discomfort, reduced quality of recording
audio data, or a potential barrier in participants’ ability to share their experiences as
genuinely, this did not prove to be the case during the actual interviews.
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Chapter 4: Findings
4.1 Introduction and Overview
This chapter provides an overview of study findings. It first describes the
demographic characteristics of study participants. The qualitative results are presented
first with synthesis in the text and details in appendices (Aim 1). This is followed by the
quantitative results describing communication congruency between patient and IP (Aim
2). Suffering scores of both the patient and IP are then described (Aim 3).
4.2 Participant Characteristics
A total of seven patient/IP dyads participated in the study (see Table 1). All
participants were married, and the median length of patient/IP relationship was 28 years
(IQR = 15, range 19-43). The patient sample was predominantly male (n = 5, 71%), white
(n = 7, 100%), and non-Hispanic (n = 7, 100%). The median age for patients was 59
years (IQR = 22, range 47-80). Almost all patient participants reported having a faith
belief (n = 6, 86%) and most had completed an advance directive (n = 5, 71%) prior to
enrollment in this study. Most of the patient participants reported the purpose of current
treatment to be cure (n = 5, 71%) as opposed to palliative (n = 2, 29%). Primary sites of
malignancy included esophagus (n = 1, 14%), lung (n = 3, 43%), colon (n = 2, 28%) and
melanoma (n =1, 14%). Stages of cancer at the time of the study varied between
participants but ranged from stage III (n = 3, 43%), stage IV (n = 3, 43%) and recurrent
(n = 1, 14%). All patients were diagnosed either 0-3 months (n = 3, 43%) or 4-6 months
(n = 4, 57%) prior to enrollment. All patient participants were receiving active therapy at
the time of participation ranging from chemotherapy alone (n = 5, 71%), radiation
therapy alone (n = 1, 14%) or chemotherapy with radiation therapy (n = 1, 14%). The IP
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sample was predominantly female (n = 6, 86%), white (n = 7, 100%), and non-Hispanic
(n = 7, 100). The median IP age was 52 years (IQR = 14, range 50-85). Like their patient
counterparts, most of the IP participants also reported having a faith belief (n = 6, 86%).
Less than half of IP’s (n = 3, 43%) had completed an advance directive prior to
enrollment in this study.
Table 3. Patient and IP characteristics (N = 7 dyads)
Characteristic
Age (years), Md (IQR)

Patient
N (%)
59 (22)

Intimate Partner
N (%)
52 (14)

Length of relationship (years), Md (IQR)

28 (15)

same

5 (71)

1 (14)

White race

7 (100)

7 (100)

Marital status married

7 (100)

7 (100)

Non-Hispanic ethnicity

7 (100)

7 (100)

Any faith belief

6 (86)

6 (86)

Has advance directive

5 (71)

3 (43)

Male gender

Purpose of Current Treatment
Cure
Palliative
Not Sure
Type of Cancer
Esophagus
Lung
Colon
Melanoma
Time Since Diagnosis
0-3mos
4-6mos
Stage of Cancer
III
IV
Recurrent
Type of Current Treatment
Chemotherapy
Radiation
Chemotherapy + Radiation

5 (71)
2 (29)
0
1 (14)
3 (43)
2 (28)
1 (14)
3 (43)
4 (57)
3 (43)
3 (43)
1 (14)
5 (71)
1 (14)
1 (14)
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4.3 Aim 1: Emergent Themes from Interviews
The goal of aim 1 was to describe perceptions of dyadic communication in
advanced cancer, including the barriers and facilitators to sharing emotionally vulnerable
content. To achieve this, 7 dyads were interviewed, both together and then independently.
Interview data included combined dyad interviews (n = 7) and individual interviews
(n = 14). A total of 534 significant statements were identified and reduced in stages to 58
formulated meanings, then 15 broadened themes, then 5 emergent themes resulting in 2
final emergent themes. An example of this process is illustrated in Table 4 and the
comprehensive document is in Appendix L.
Table 4. Formulated Meanings reduced to Final Emergent Themes
Formulated
Broadened Theme Emergent Themes
Meanings
Clusters
Learning and Growing
in Communication
over Time
Our Past experiences
in Life Shape how we
Communicate
Together in the
Present Relationship
Our Past Habits and
Day to Day Life can
Get in the Way of
Communicating
Providing Support To
Each other By Being
Present, Listening, and
Remaining Positive
Vulnerable
Conversations are
Infrequent in Normal
Day to Day Life

Each relationship is
unique, takes its
shape over years
spent together and is
influenced by our
past experiences in
life and influenced by
past patterns of
communication
together through the
ups and downs of
everyday life.
Relationships lean
towards seeking
safety together
through mundane
conversations and
active support
behaviors.
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Communication
patterns in dyads
living with advanced
illness are unique and
shaped by the past
and the present yet
actively need external
guidance through the
unstable trajectory of
the illness experience.

Final Emergent
Themes
Vulnerable
communication
during advanced
illness is influenced
by pre-existing
communication
patterns and
complicated by
challenges with
learning to live in
two worlds:
Hope/Positivity and
Uncertainty/Fear of
Death

Table 4. Formulated Meanings reduced to Final Emergent Themes, continued
Formulated
Broadened Theme Emergent Themes Final Emergent
Meanings
Clusters
Themes
Understanding Reality
of Death From Illness
Facilitates Taking
Steps To Plan and
Voice wishes For EOL
as well as Thinking
About Priorities for
Living with Cancer
Contemplating Timing
for Taking Action on
EOL Activities
Recognizes Value and
Takes Steps to Plan
for EOL but Urge
Lessens when You are
Feeling Good And
Threat of Death is
Less Pressing

When the threat of
death feels closer (ie
at diagnosis or
hospice discussion)
pts and IP’s are
inclined to take steps
to plan for and
discuss EOL. But as
they enter the
rollercoaster of living
with cancer and are
physically feeling
well, the urge to plan
becomes less pressing
and easier to put off
for another day.

Struggling to Face
Grief While Still
Living in Positivity
Talking About EOL is
Complicated with
Many Factors to
Consider
Needing Help to Have
EOL Conversations

Planning for EOL
involves
acknowledging reality
of death which
creates added distress
in trying to balance
‘living in hope’ yet
grieving for the life
that is being lost.

4.3.1

Planning for EOL
during illness is far
more complicated
than simply making
decisions about how
you envision your
death.

Vulnerable
communication
about EOL and
Hospice is
emotional and
unfamiliar. It is
influenced by one’s
perception of
proximity to death.
The word Hospice
ends the uncertainty
about ‘how their
story will end’ and
confirms the fear
that death from
illness is certain.

Theme 1: Vulnerable communication during advanced cancer is influenced

by pre-existing communication patterns and complicated by challenges with
learning to live in two worlds: Hope/Positivity and Uncertainty/Fear of Death.
In theme 1, participants described that their experience of communication with
their partner was affected by the challenge of learning to live between two different
worlds of maintaining hope and a positive outlook and facing the uncertainty about the
future and their fear of death. They describe that their experience of negotiating this
vulnerable communication and learning to live in this new space is influenced by past
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experiences, such as past patterns of communication navigating the ‘ups and downs’ of
everyday living. Dyads spoke about coping and communication skills that were learned
while growing up and how these skills influenced their behaviors through years of
marriage together. Participants described the impact of a cancer diagnosis as surreal,
leaving them permanently changed in how they live and think about everyday life. At
initial diagnosis death was perceived as being ‘close’ and motivated some dyads to take
steps to talk together and prepare for EOL. One participant described the experience of
learning the cancer diagnosis with the associated fear and uncertainty that accompanies
the news.
“…obviously when somebody tells you that you have cancer you get that
flush. It’s like, you know, what the hell? …right off the bat your first
thought is ‘I just got a death sentence” (Patient Participant)
Following the impact of diagnosis, a new rhythm to living develops in which dyads
develop new priorities and ways of coping.
“I think we’ve gotten more maybe, say, inured or hardened to what’s
going on. We’re used to the procedures and what’s going on, which
always makes you feel a little more comfortable. We’re doing something”
(IP Participant).
Participants described a tendency to re-think their past, recognizing the potential
to make new choices for the future while living with new uncertainty about time left. The
act of sharing one’s illness experience with their IP creates additional moments of
emotional vulnerability at a time when life already feels tenuous and unstable. Patients
and IPs described not knowing how to best approach this new vulnerable space. The
experience of sharing emotionally vulnerable content freely and openly was difficult for
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all participants. Despite having positive or negative skills, all participants described
wanting help to have conversations about vulnerable content.
Barriers to open communication in the dyad were reflected in participant
descriptions of past patterns of negative coping and communication behaviors. Feeling
physically and/or emotionally vulnerable due to the illness experience presented
additional personal challenges given that previously established coping skills (e.g.,
alcohol or tobacco abuse, removing self from home) were deemed no longer feasible due
to illness limitations. Vulnerable conversations about illness were less common in day-today living but were often filled with high emotion as the implications of past coping and
communication patterns resurface. Withholding open communication in the dyad
increased personal distress and isolation from their partner. Participants described feeling
varying waves of guilt, isolation, frustration, fear, and sadness in response to the cancer
diagnosis. Some participants expressed a desire to “want to talk” with their partner but
were uncertain how to initiate or carry this conversation; this was described as an
additional barrier.
Despite stated barriers to open communication, participants also described aspects
of their experience that facilitated a positive and supportive experience, thus
strengthening their relationship together. Both patient and IP participants described a
sense of comfort in having a partner to share the illness experience with. Participants
shared a sense of safety in mundane conversations about non-illness related day-to-day
living, facilitating a sense of normalcy throughout the illness experience. The ability for
patient participants to maintain physical strength and independence was described as
protective of their emotional state and felt to improve the ability to give and reciprocate
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active support with their partner. One patient participant described the benefits of having
a partner to share the experience with as “somebody with a different perspective---not as
emotionally charged as I am” and also “someone to see the forest through the trees”.
Another patient shared their experience as "He/she’s been my sounding board and my
sanity from the diagnosis” (Patient Participant).
Some participants described withholding concerns and worries from their partner
as an action to protect the partner from added distress, but one patient participant clearly
described withholding communication to protect themselves.
“I know I should talk to (him/her) and I see it in (his/her) face, but I am
over here trying to live in being positive, and I can’t deal with (his/her)
negativity”. (Patient Participant)
Participants shared challenges in adjusting to this new life accommodating
treatments and medical visits with attempts to maintain normalcy in day-to-day living.
Hope and positivity become the armor in the active battle against cancer, on the quest for
more time on earth. Despite this armor, participants described that it was impossible to
escape the grips of fear and uncertainty. A participant described their experience of fear
associated with the cancer experience as synonymous with a nightmare.
“And since cancer, I realize that I’m at peace when I’m asleep and when I
wake up, I feel like I’m waking up to a nightmare. Because she’s still
sick.” (IP Participant).
In describing how one learns to live with fear and hope simultaneously, one dyad
described maintaining low expectations of beneficial test results.
“I’ve been cautious since that diagnosis came back - of it [biopsy] being
negative. So, I, I didn’t want to put myself through another high-low
rollercoaster ride, so I kinda just went, okay” (Patient and IP Participant).
“He/she doesn’t know if he/she’s going to have to start chemo again or if
they’re going to continue with the wait and see thing”. (IP Participant)
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During the combined interview with dyads, participants shared how IP
relationships were altered by the arrival of cancer in the life. Regardless of what type of
communication behaviors they utilized in pre-cancer vulnerable communications, postcancer diagnosis, communication behavior was complicated by emotions, feelings of
uncertainty and desires to protect one another. Personal needs and illness narratives vary
between patients and IPs. During individual interviews with patient and IP participants all
participants expressed their need for guidance through this unfamiliar and emotional
territory of communicating openly during the cancer experience. Interestingly, 6/7 patient
participants described wanting to talk about their fears and thoughts about EOL and
death. These participants were explicit in their need for guidance and support to have
vulnerable conversations with their IP. Examples of this need are described below.
“Really, how do you talk about, how do you talk about something that
could kill you”? (Patient Participant)
“What do you say? Sometimes you can’t put words to it. You think in
your head what you want to say but when it comes time to say it, you like
back out” (Patient Participant).
“How would you get a couple to talk about the emotional deep thoughts you know what I mean? If they can’t do it themselves after being married
for 30 years”? (Patient Participant)
Unlike patient participants, IP participants tended to speak more about their
emotional experiences resulting from not being able to speak openly about certain topics
rather than explicitly asking for guidance. One dyad’s conversation reflects this.
“But I can’t, I don’t feel comfortable talking to them about it because he’s
over there telling me that ain’t going to happen, you know? (IP
Participant) Because I want to think positive. (Patient Participant)
I do as well, but there’s always that ‘what if’, you know?” (IP Participant)
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IP participants demonstrated similar emotional responses as their patient
counterparts when discussing death, EOL planning, and fears during the illness
experience, but were less explicit in their need for assistance during these conversations.
They described experiencing challenges in communicating openly with their partner
because of difficulty managing their own emotional response to open conversations. They
experienced fear because they did not want to be perceived as not being hopeful about the
future or as not positive. One IP describes the emotional toll it takes when they try to
maintain appearances for their loved one living with cancer.
“You know, I try to be so positive for him/her. And then, one day, oh
gosh, I guess it was about a week ago. I had a bad moment late in the
afternoon and I try not to let him see me crying”. (IP Participant)
Taken together, these findings and participant quotes support descriptions of
dyadic communication and life with cancer as complicated and unstable, citing
the greatest challenge related to balancing living in two opposing worlds between
life and death.
4.3.2

Theme 2: Vulnerable communication about end of life (EOL) and hospice is

emotional and unfamiliar. Communication is influenced by one’s perception of
proximity to death. The word ‘hospice’ ends the uncertainty, gives closure to how
one’s story will end, while confirming that death from cancer is certain.
In theme 2, we learn about the experience of how patients and their IPs assign
meaning to EOL conversations and hospice care. Participants described talking about
EOL and hospice as getting uncomfortably close to the notion of death. Their
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descriptions explained that to talk openly about EOL involved a movement from
uncertainty to certainty about life coming to an end. They described struggling with
communication around EOL choices during the treatment phase of illness when they are
actively fighting to live grounded in positivity and hope. In essence, actively receiving
treatment was a means to grasp firmly to life. Conversations about EOL and hospice were
perceived as movements away from ‘living’ and instead, leaning towards death. The
enemy they feared most. Participants consistently perceived their illness experience as
being of one of two worlds: living in hope and turning away from death. Both patients
and IPs spoke about settling into cancer treatments and their new way of life providing a
sense of stability to their experience. This pattern of coping appeared to make continuing
conversations about EOL planning and death more difficult, presenting itself as an
ongoing barrier to open communication. Although living in uncertainty had many
challenges for dyads, those challenges were endured and preferred over having to
acknowledge the certainty of death, whether natural or due to cancer. When EOL
conversations are introduced within the dyad itself, or by their providers, the stability
perceived in ‘life with uncertainty’ was then shaken, leaving them to feel vulnerable and
fearful again.
As patients and IPs live in uncertainty, they also endure ups and downs through
challenging treatment courses and complications in care. At times of disease progression,
fear is heightened again by the awareness of moving closer to possibly dying from their
disease. When they begin to recognize this potential, patients and IPs identified the
importance of setting priorities for living and thinking about tasks to be done before
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dying, but both issues are particularly difficulty while trying to stay grounded in hope.
One IP participant aptly described this aspect of the illness experience.
“This is a second little grace window and I just want to live in appreciation
of it. And I don’t want to, I don’t want to think about, you can’t really
think about what’s next because you don’t really know what it is” (IP
Participant).
Another patient participant described this experience as follows.
“Everything is good. I didn’t have this rain cloud over my head. But I felt
like he/she still [did], you could tell he/she was so worried and terrified
every day. And I would say, ‘Don’t. Don’t waste our time right now.
Right now, this is a good place to be. Like, don’t waste it worrying about
the future”. (Patient Participant)
While dyads learned to live with the uncertainty imposed by cancer and its
treatment, experiencing the ups and downs of this new life, they also contemplated what
might be on the horizon. Patients had clear preferences and ideas of how they envisioned
their own death yet often had not shared these thoughts explicitly with their IP or care
providers. If such EOL discussions occurred, they were often superficial, done in casual
conversation where one’s sense of vulnerability was reduced. Participants’ experiences
and preferences were shaped by prior experiences with the death and dying of family or
friends. These experiences brought clarity to their personal wishes for their death and
dying while living with cancer and provided space to talk safely about death. Planning for
EOL involves acknowledging the reality of death from cancer which creates added
distress in trying to balance contradicting worlds: living in hope and facing fears about
death. Patients and IPs alike articulated the need for help to process this step and help to
engage in EOL conversations, both with one another and with providers.
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“I’m trying my hardest to be positive, but sometimes I am scared. I don’t
want to be without him” (IP Participant).
“Why shouldn’t I be hopeful? You know what I mean? Why shouldn’t I
live in hope instead of fear? And, um, and then when that happened, I was
like, what the heck”. (Patient and IP Participant)
At some point in the dyad’s continuum, they arrive at a place where uncertainty
about prognosis and whether to embark on a new treatment modality moves towards
certainty. For dyads, it was difficult to cope with grieving a life to be lost while still
fighting to live. When the threat of death feels close (i.e., at diagnosis, disease
progression or during hospice discussions) patients and IPs described taking steps to plan
for and to discuss EOL planning. When stability is returned, they resumed this new
rhythm of life once again and were less inclined to consider EOL planning.
Participants described that before cancer, they did not think much about death and
times when they would no longer be together but acknowledged that this fact was a
reality in life. While living with cancer, death was perceived as the ultimate threat.
Despite utilizing coping mechanisms of denial or positivity during the cancer experience,
the fear of death, and the natural separation from their IP that results from death, adds
further distress for dyads. Hospice discussions trigger strong emotional responses as
ultimate fears are confronted and death from cancer is felt to be confirmed as certain and
imminent. An example of one dyad’s emotional experience is shared below.
“So, I remember he/she went to work and came home one day, and he/she
looked so down, like his/her shoulders looked slumpy and I (Patient) said,
‘What’s the matter?’ And he/she’s (IP participant) like ‘You’re going to
leave me and so are the kids and I’m going to be all alone.’ And I (Patient)
was really surprised he/she said that because normally he/she wouldn’t
share those kind of feelings” (Patient and IP Participant)
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Patients and their IPs described experiencing challenges to arriving at this point as
well as circumstances that illuminated their understanding of the expected end of their
cancer journey. They described experiences with providers and their impact on living in
uncertainty during their cancer experience. While providers have the potential to reduce
uncertainty in the illness experience through general prognosis discussions, participants
shared that more frequently, provider discussions of prognosis and/or hospice presented
additional barriers to their communication behavior. These barriers impacted
communication both within the dyad, as well as with providers. Barriers were related to
their clinical and communication expertise in discussing these vulnerable topics; lack of
sufficient available support during and after the discussion when participants experienced
a subsequent flood of emotions triggered by personal fears; institutional limitations on
time and use of technology that hampered communication. These prognosis discussions
often made it harder for participants to live in hope and positivity and solidified their
movement from uncertainty to certainty.
4.3.3 Observational data
When conversations about EOL and hospice were introduced to the interview
setting, all participants expressed elements of sadness, strong emotions and this was
evidenced by participants openly crying, reaching out to IP to establish physical contact,
diverting eye contact from researcher, and softening the strength of voice when speaking.
During the interviews, these moments were felt to exemplify how extremely vulnerable
and exposed participants felt when their greatest fear—death—was not only visible but
also introduced to this intimate space with the researcher. Yet, despite how vulnerable
this conversation became, every single participant went on to share how they had already
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been thinking about EOL but struggled to share these thoughts freely and openly with
their IP for fear of being perceived as ‘not hopeful’ or inducing harm. No participants
ended the interview when discussion of death was introduced, and no participants
declined to continue talking about this topic. Patient participants were explicit in their
descriptions of how they wanted their own death to occur. As reported in Table 1, 5 of
the 7 patient participants had already completed an advance directive. Patient participants
shared that these steps had been taken around the time of diagnosis when the threat of
death was perceived as high.
4.4 Fundamental Structure to Phenomenon
After reviewing an exhaustive description of documents outlining formulated
meanings, theme clusters, emergent themes, final emergent themes and the author’s own
written diary, identification of the fundamental structure of the phenomenon of dyadic
communication of vulnerable content while living with advanced cancer, was achieved.
Key components to this structure have been voiced by patient and IP descriptions of the
challenges balancing two opposing states of being: those of living in a state of hope and
positivity; and those of living with the acknowledgement of the fear of death
accompanied by uncertainty about the future. Another key component to the structure is
broadened understanding of vulnerable communication about EOL and hospice being
described as emotional and unfamiliar. The word hospice signifies closure to uncertainty
about how one’s story is to end and amplifies fear associated with certainty of death from
cancer. Despite the day-to-day challenges in adjusting to a new rhythm of life with
cancer, patients and IPs described attempts to communicate personal illness appraisals,
fears, values, and thoughts about EOL, as being affected and further complicated by
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additional factors influencing open communication behavior. Influential factors described
through the interview processes were: 1) past communication patterns; 2) the perception
of the proximity to death; and 3) the desire to protect the IP in addition to protecting the
self. Patients and IPs alike clearly articulated feeling unprepared and needing guidance in
understanding how to venture across an unfamiliar and psychologically vulnerable
environment toward open communication, while living with and dying from advanced
cancer.
4.5 Aim 2: Dyadic Cancer Communication Assessment
As a compliment to the interviews, the Cancer Communication Assessment Tool
for both patients and IPs was utilized to address Aim 2 of this study. On review of the
patient (CCAT-P) and family (CCAT-F) independent scores, all scores fell in the low
(18-48) to mid-range (49-79). Interestingly, when comparing the patient and family
scores, the patient scores suggested higher communication conflict with 71% (5/7) of
scores falling in the mid-range (48-78) opposed to only 43% (3/7) of family scores. The
results suggested that patients had more difficulty with communication than their family
counterparts. Given that there was only quantitative data from 7 dyads, it was not
possible to perform additional statistical analyses at the item level to further investigate
patient/family differences in questionnaire responses. These communication findings are
supported by the interview data, which revealed that patients explicitly expressed needing
assistance with communication of vulnerable content.
On review of the CCAT-PF scores, the combined scores reflected low
communication discrepancy/conflict with 86% (6/7) of scores in the lower third of the
range (0-30). A possible explanation for the low communication discrepancy/conflict
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finding could be that the tool was not successful at targeting the exact sources of
communication difficulty in the dyad, thus the low discrepancy scores.
4.6 Suffering Pictogram and Experiential Suffering
Patients and IP rated their overall suffering with 0 being none and 10 being worst
possible suffering. As illustrated in Figure 2, patient ratings ranged from 0 to 6 with 4/7
patients rating low suffering scores of 2. IP ratings ranged from 1 to 10, with 2/7 rating
suffering as a 10. When comparing the patient and IP scores for overall suffering, only
Dyads 001 and 002 had close ratings. Dyad 005 had the widest discrepancy with patient
rating suffering as 2 and IP rating it as 10. The median total suffering score for IPs (17)
was greater than the median of total suffering scores for patient participants (10),
suggesting that IPs may experience greater experiential suffering during advanced cancer
than their patient counterparts.

Overall Suffering Scores Comparing Patient
and IP
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1

2

3

Patient Overall Suffering Score

4

5

6

7

Intimate Partner Overall Suffering Score

Note. Patient 1 rated suffering as 0.

Figure 2. Comparison of Overall Suffering Scores for Patients and IPs
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When considering the summed scores across the 7 patients and 7 IPs for the eight
suffering domains, scores could range from 0 to 28. As illustrated in Figure 3, IP
participants exhibited higher suffering scores in 6/8 suffering domains. Only 2 domains
(discomfort and hopelessness) were similar in their scores. The Hopelessness domain
held the lowest total scores for both patients and IPs.
The patient-reported domains with the highest levels of suffering were Worry
(15/28), Fear (13/28), and Discomfort (12/28). The IP-reported domains with the highest
levels of suffering were Worry (23/28), Fear (19/28) and Sadness (18/28). Worry and
Fear were both identified as the highest sources of experiential suffering for both patients
and IPs. This finding correlates strongly with key interview findings describing dyads
living with advanced cancer verbalized difficulties balancing two opposing states of
being: living in a state of hope and positivity and living with the acknowledgement of
fear of death and uncertainty about the future. IPs displayed the same or higher suffering
scores for all domains except discomfort. The IP scores for worry and sadness are
particularly higher than in patients.

Suffering Pictogram Domain Summed Scores
Patient

Emptiness

Difficulty in Acceptance

Intimate Partner
Discomfort
25
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Hopelessness

Worry

Fear

Anger
Sadness

Figure 3. Suffering Pictogram Domain Summed Scores65
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4.7 Exploring Relationships Between Experiential Suffering and Communication
Congruency
Exploring potential relationships between the CCAT-PF scores, the Overall
Suffering score and the Total Suffering scores for patients and IPs was limited due to the
small number of participants in the study. Although the CCAT-PF scores suggested that
dyads had predominantly low communication conflict, there appeared to be a pattern
revealed with 2 dyads (002 and 007) demonstrating consistently elevated scores across
CCAT-PF, Overall Suffering-Patient, Overall Suffering-IP, Total Suffering-Patient, and
Total Suffering-IP and are highlighted in bold font in Table 5. Reflecting on interview
transcripts and field notes for these 2 dyads, it was revealed that 002 and 007 interviews
demonstrated communication similarities that may account for elevated suffering and
communication scores revealed in the Suffering Pictogram and Cancer Communication
(CCAT-PF, CCAT-P, CCAT-F) results. Interviews with dyad 002 were laden with
obvious emotional distress within the dyad. Both patient and IP in this dyad described
past patterns of negative coping skills (before cancer) and how these baseline coping
skills contributed to making this current cancer experience more challenging. Dyad 002
openly displayed a wide range of emotions during the combined and independent
interviews ranging from sadness, regret, anger, frustration, and fear.
Combined and independent interviews with dyad 007 were similar to dyad 002 in
that there was visible and spoken evidence of hostility, frustration, fear, and sadness.
These experiences were partially attributed to existing communication behaviors in the
dyad. Another common theme revealed from interviews of dyads 002 and 007 was the
pattern of withholding open communications and the presence of elevated emotional
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distress during the cancer experience. Although the remaining dyads possessed aspects of
these same patterns (withholding and emotional distress), the magnitude of distress
appeared less when face to face with the researcher; the associated suffering and
communication scores did not reveal the consistently elevated patterns across
measurement results that were seen in dyads 002 and 007. These interview similarities
and differences, combined with suffering and communication scores suggest that a
relationship may exist between experiential suffering in patients and IPs and dyadic
communication while living with cancer and thus, warrants ongoing investigation in
future studies with larger samples.
Table 5. Cancer communication assessment tool scores, overall suffering scores, total
suffering scores for patient and IP, (N = 7)
Participant
CCAT-PF
Overall
Overall
Total
Total
Score
Suffering
Suffering
Suffering
Suffering
(0-90)
ScoreScore-IP
Score-Patient Score -IP
Patient
(0-10)
(0-32)
(0-32)
(0-10)
001
19
0
1
3
6
002
27
6
6
14
17
003
27
2
5
10
5
004
18
2
7
5
12
005
28
2
10
10
20
006
19
2
5
12
17
007
35
5
10
17
28
4.8 Summary of Findings and Relation to STM Theory
Interview findings revealed that communication within the dyad was influenced
by past communication behaviors and all participants spoke of their difficulty in knowing
how to share emotionally vulnerable content freely and openly during the illness
experience. Bodenmann’s STM of dyadic coping advocates that the first step to achieving
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improved individual and dyadic coping outcomes rests on the ability of dyads to share
illness appraisals with each other.9,10,32
Participants detailed perceived barriers to open communication in the dyad
highlighting the influence of past negative communication and coping behaviors further
complicate the illness experience when dyads are already feeling physically and
emotionally vulnerable. Regardless of whether dyads had open or closed communication
and coping habits prior to illness, all participants described uncertainty in knowing how
to initiate and engage in vulnerable conversations when they are already feeling
emotionally vulnerable.
Participants also shared aspects of their experience that were positive in
strengthening the dyad during illness facilitating improved communication and sense of
togetherness. Examples of facilitators was the presence of a supportive partner to share
the illness experience with opposed to enduring the experience in isolation. Another
facilitator was to incorporate moments of non-illness related activities and
communications in their day to day, resulting in moments of perceived normalcy to life
despite the weight of the cancer experience. Moments of normalcy served to strengthen
the dyad, reminding them of earlier times together when life was less complicated and
unstable, providing opportunities for reconnection.
This summary highlights the importance of communicating illness appraisals in
dyads living with advanced cancer and how these illness appraisals are a critical first step
to achieving improved physical and psychological outcomes for the dyad while living
with and dying from advanced cancer.
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Chapter 5: Discussion
5.1 Overview of Chapter
This descriptive phenomenological study addressed an existing gap in palliative
and EOL science regarding unseen communication barriers to the integration and
normalization of emotionally vulnerable conversations early in the illness trajectory for
dyads living with advanced cancer. This study sought to describe patient/IP perceptions,
barriers, and facilitators of dyadic communication regarding emotionally vulnerable
content. Additionally, this study sought to describe dyadic communication behaviors and
explore relationships between experiential suffering and communication measures.
Focusing on IP dyads as the unit of study (opposed to patient alone or IP alone) was
imperative as existing research has clearly demonstrated the bidirectional relationship of
outcomes that exists within this dyad.29
This chapter first reviews the study findings in relation to existing knowledge.
This is followed by study limitations and strengths, then implications for practice, policy,
and research. The final section summarizes conclusions and future directions.
5.2 Summary of Findings
5.2.1 Dyadic Communication, Barriers, and Facilitators of Emotionally Vulnerable
Content
The first aim was to describe perceptions of dyadic communication before and
after diagnosis of advanced cancer, particularly barriers and facilitators to sharing
emotionally vulnerable content. The findings of the qualitative analyses revealed that
advanced cancer dyads consistently adopted a pattern of ‘living in hope and positivity’ as
a coping behavior to weather the rise and fall of life with cancer. But this study also
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identified that this same coping behavior similarly created barriers to communicating
openly with their IP, thus creating unintended feelings of emotional isolation and further
distress. Participants described that while adopting this hopeful and positive belief
system, it became harder to communicate personal fears about death and dying, as well as
harder to communicate personal challenges about how difficult it was to live in a constant
state of uncertainty about the future. As a result, participants often withheld these
thoughts and emotions for fear of being seen as ‘not hopeful’ or ‘not positive’, thus
potentially causing additional harm or distress to their partner. Avoiding the perception of
‘not being supportive’ of their partner’s fight with cancer, was identified as an additional
barrier to open communication. This finding was articulated by both patient and IP
participants and mirrored findings of prior patient and caregiver cancer-related research
identifying worsened outcomes from negative communication behaviors of holding back
and protective buffering.29,35,40,48
These findings also relate to Aim 2, which addressed the extent of congruent and
incongruent communication behaviors. Patient participants demonstrated higher
communication discrepancy based on results of communication measures, and during the
qualitative interviews shared personal difficulties with open communication of their
thoughts and emotions with their IP. Patient participants spoke of the desire to speak
openly but also spoke of their tendency to withhold this same communication for fear of
upsetting their IP. Additional reasons reported by patient participants regarding
withholding vulnerable communication from their IP were a lack of feeling prepared
and/or not knowing how to have these conversations and a desire to protect oneself by
not entering in to an emotionally vulnerable conversation.
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5.2.2 Dyadic Life with Cancer is Perceived as Unstable
Regardless of whether dyads in this study described themselves as good or bad
communicators when dealing with stressful events in their lives prior to cancer, all
participants independently described aspects of difficulty balancing the emotional impact
of living in two opposing worlds: Hope/Positivity and Uncertainty/Fear of Death. This
perpetual state of imbalance and instability not only impaired their abilities to
communicate openly with their IP, but also consumed physical and psychological energy
preventing dyads from embracing day to day living with a sense of contentment. This
sense of imbalance in cancer was previously described by Sand71 when investigating the
coping strategies of terminal cancer patients in the presence of their own impending
death. Sand described a cognitive and emotional pendulum vacillating between life and
death and is represented in Figure 4. Participants in Sand’s study sought to maintain inner
balance (existential peace) by keeping death at a distance and grasping for connections to
life. Consistent with this pendulum model, participants in this present study provided a
felt sense of dyadic life with cancer as unstable and uncomfortable to bear. Participants
also demonstrated behaviors drawing closer to what they perceive as life giving and lean
away from death.
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Figure 4. Pendulum between factors associated with life and death. The coping strategies
served the purpose of counterbalancing death with symbolic manifestations of life.71
5.2.3 Support to Increase Stability in Dyadic Life
Patients and IPs sought to balance (individually and collectively) their needs and
emotions; their personal values and fears; their desires for hope and positivity; their
uncertainty about the future; their desire for hope in the face of uncertainty and fear;
desire to communicate openly and not cause harm to their IP. These aspects of their
experience suggest that dyads were struggling to balance opposing forces in their illness
experience (hope/fear; sharing/withdrawing to minimize harm) while negotiating both of
their responses, creating yet another scale to balance.
Participants clearly described their mindset of ‘being hopeful and positive’ as a
positive coping behavior and assigned a negative connotation to acknowledging the
‘uncertainty about the future and fear of death’ aspects of their cancer experience.
Patients and IPs described a sense of teetering or unsteadiness in their cancer experience.
Prior research utilizing cognitive models of psychological adjustment examined the
interactions of optimism-pessimism and stress as predictors of psychological symptoms
and life satisfaction in a group of young and older adults.72 In both young and older
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adults, a consistent pattern was found supporting pessimism as an moderating factor
between appraised stress and worse psychological outcomes. These cognitive factors
(optimism/pessimism) have also been documented in research to support that positive
(optimism) opposed to negative (pessimism) thought processes were more likely to
reduce the negative impact of stress on psychological adjustment, therefore acting as a
buffer to the stress experience.73,74
Cognitive processing models of psychological adjustment can be extrapolated to
the findings of this current study of IP dyads living with advanced cancer and may
present future intervention opportunities to improve outcomes in dyads with cancer.
5.2.4 Vulnerable Communication about Death and Dying
Both patients and IPs described vulnerable communication specific to EOL and
hospice as emotional and unfamiliar. Participants clarified that communication about
EOL, and hospice is strongly influenced by one’s perception of proximity to death.
Dyads struggled to embrace the reality that death is a natural part of the human life cycle
and struggled to embrace that one could consider aspects of death and dying safely (e.g.,
a positive, natural event), while still living with hope/positivity and actively fighting their
cancer. Introducing the word ‘hospice’ ends the sense of uncertainty about the future and
gives closure to how one’s story will end while confirming that death from cancer is
certain.
Participants described that acknowledging the reality of death made living in hope
more challenging, though all participants in this study openly expressed gratitude for
opening the door to these difficult, emotionally laden conversations. Providing safe,
supportive opportunities to share thoughts that had been hidden from view since
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diagnosis, was appreciated by patients and IPs alike. Participants also verbalized
appreciation of hearing an alternate perspective that had not previously been considered
regarding vulnerable communication, stating they would be more mindful of their
communication behaviors with their partner in the future. These findings provide support
for the potential to impact positive change in the experiences of dyads living with cancer,
through open communication and cognitive reframing of the illness experience, death,
and dying process.
5.2.5 Communication and Suffering
Although the primary aim of this study was to describe communication patterns in
dyads living with cancer, a secondary aim of the study was to explore potential
relationships between experiential suffering and vulnerable communication in dyads
living with advanced cancer. Suffering is subjective and can only be defined by the
individual. This study highlights critical findings that dyads living with advanced cancer
are experiencing suffering, and this suffering is influenced not only by existing
communication patterns within the dyad, but also by negative communication behaviors
(buffering, withholding) with their healthcare providers. Both patient and IP participants
described their degrees of suffering as being driven by worry and fear.
Both members of the dyad are suffering during life with cancer and sadly, the
suffering of IPs often goes unwitnessed or unacknowledged by their partners as well as
the broader healthcare and research communities.
5.3 Provider Perspectives
While not a focus of this research study, the provider role is an integral
consideration when seeking to improve outcomes for dyads living and dying with
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advanced cancer. Existing research on the experiences of oncology providers and bearing
bad news mirrors themes found in this study on intimate dyads with advanced cancer.
Experiences of oncology providers described: 1) the experience as unstable; 2) leaning
towards maintaining hope to reduce inflicting harm; 3) delivering bad news as often
difficult and unpleasant; and 4) censoring open, explicit prognostic and EOL discussions
to protect patients and themselves from discomfort. Like their intimate dyad counterparts,
residing in a state of imbalance, leaning towards hope and away from death and dying
leads to suboptimal communication exchanges. Providers of oncologic care are in a prime
position to reduce dyadic suffering caused by worry and fear. Oncology providers can
reduce suffering through fostering enhanced relationships with cancer dyads, modeling
open communication of vulnerable content, and providing detailed, accurate health
information, reducing fear and uncertainty during illness.
Given the study findings which openly and clearly articulated how unstable life
with advanced cancer is, it is not surprising that dyads have been reluctant to risk further
threats to balancing life with cancer through the open communication of personal values,
fears, and preferences for care with their oncology providers. If meaningful gains are to
be made at improving outcomes for dyads living with advanced cancer, it is critical that
we provide this aspect of communication support to both dyads as well as oncology
providers.
5.4 Study Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this study are many. Most importantly, this study unveiled new
knowledge regarding what dyadic life with advanced cancer is like day to day and how
this unstable state of being impacts communication of emotionally vulnerable content
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within the dyad and with healthcare providers. This study also cast a light on a more
robust understanding of why dyads struggle with conversations about palliative and
hospice care during illness. Other strengths included the focus on dyads as the unit of
analysis and interviewing together and individually.
Although the sample size (N = 7) of this study might be criticized by some, the
depth and multiplicity of interviews generated a total of 21 interviews and almost 20
hours of transcribed data thus reaching saturation at an efficient pace. Despite all
participants being white and from the same academic medical center, there was variation
in the ages, primary disease sites, and stages of illness, resulting in data that is
transferable across other serious illness populations and across facilities providing
oncology services.
Another limitation of this study was its cross-sectional design with only 1
researcher conducting interviews. Although this design was a limitation, it was an
appropriate beginning point to begin to address gaps in the science. Similar to early
career work by other cancer and dyadic researchers, the results of this study will serve as
a springboard to advance a future program of research utilizing longitudinal and
interventional study designs.
5.5 Implications
5.5.1

Implications for Cancer Care: Pendulum Model of Dyadic Experience of

Living with Cancer
Figure 4 represents the struggles of day-to-day life for dyads living with advanced
cancer and captures the constant pull of emotions and behaviors between life and death.
Within this unstable space, dyads tend to contemplate stressors from an “either/or”
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perspective. The illness experience is either ‘good’ or ‘bad’. For example, one may
consider the diagnosis of cancer as “bad” because they are left fearing the possibility of
death or fearing becoming a burden on loved ones. Alternatively, one may also consider
the diagnosis of cancer as “good” because the diagnosis has altered their past life
perspective revealing a new sense of appreciation and gratitude in living each day.
Although this thought process is a common reaction to perceived stressors, it does not
leave room for contemplating that a stressor may possess elements of both good and bad
realities. In the dyadic cancer experience, dyads described difficulty balancing life/death,
hope/positivity, and fear/uncertainty. This struggle to fight opposing forces not only
added physical and psychological distress, but it also created barriers in their abilities to
communicate openly with each other. The findings of this study uncovered a new space
that exists for dyads living with cancer. This space represents the territory that is held
between the extremes of life and death, and I propose this space be referred to as
Both/And. Through acknowledgement of such a space, it is possible to assist dyads to
navigate their cancer experience through communication education, coaching and
reframing of the illness experience to consider alternative perspectives to their illness
appraisals. Through these steps, it may be possible to help dyads achieve existential
peace, well-being, truth, safety, connectedness (to life, family, and society), reduced
suffering, support during illness and bereavement. The Both/And space proposes that both
states of being (hope/positivity and uncertainty/fear of death) can co-exist together safely,
thus facilitating restoration of balance and stability to the lives of dyads living with
advanced cancer. The Both/And space is available to both patients and IPs and can be
expanded to those external to the dyad through the modeling of open communication
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behaviors and providing support and guidance during illness. Even when successful, the
goal of the Both/And space is not to eliminate movement of the pendulum between life or
death. The goal of coaching dyads to recognize this Both/And space would be to help
them develop a reliable set of enhanced communication and coping skills to be accessed
during times of elevated stress in the cancer experience. In the Both/And space dyads can
re-engage communication and support resources to restore personal and dyadic balance
through open communication of vulnerable content, thus reducing stress in the cancer
experience. The reframing process would serve to provide ongoing support during
periods of stability and instability in illness.
When dyads are guided by and supported in the Both/And space, death from
illness may be proposed to be not simply a negative event and alternatively portrayed as
both a source of sadness or loss and a positive relief to escalating levels of psychological
and physical suffering that results when disease continues to progress. The Pendulum
model of dyadic experience of living with cancer (Figure 5) provides an excellent
framework to focus future improvements in the provision of cancer care.
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Figure 5. Pendulum of dyadic experience of living with cancer
5.5.2 Implications for Cancer Care: STM as a Framework to Improve Outcomes in
Dyads with Cancer
The STM of dyadic coping (Figure 1) provides a clear pathway to expand
understanding of aspects in the dyadic illness experience that are influential to bringing
clarity to the present gap in healthcare to engage individuals in defining their own values,
goals, and preferences concerning care at EOL. Step 1 of this path is to educate, assist
and support dyads in learning the value and significance of sharing personal illness
appraisals during their illness experience. Dyads in this study were explicit in their
request for assistance in engaging in these emotionally vulnerable conversations with
their IP. Without sharing the initial illness appraisal, dyads are not able to witness the IP
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appraisal and re-evaluate their own illness appraisal which is necessary to create a new
joint illness appraisal.
Step 2 of this path is the creation of a joint dyadic illness appraisal leading the
path towards improved outcomes in advanced cancer. Development of the joint appraisal
strengthens connectedness and support behaviors in the dyad. This added support leads to
step 3 of the path, involving dyads developing personal and shared goals during illness.
Sharing personal goals and creating shared illness goals serves to further strengthen
connectedness in dyads. Dyads in this study shared that having a supportive partner
present was a facilitator to improved communication and coping in their experience.
Educating and supporting dyads to increase competence in communicating emotionally
vulnerable content will serve to further augment the beneficial value perceived by the IP
role in dyadic illness experiences. Formulating and openly communicating illness goals
also assists providers in guiding dyads to pursue treatment options that are line with these
stated goals for care.
Step 4 of Bodenmann’s STM of dyadic coping addresses individual and dyadic
coping behaviors that are influenced by open communication and creation of personal
and shared goals during illness and EOL. Participants in this study revealed that suffering
was present during the illness experience and this suffering was predominantly driven by
worry and fear. Both patient and IP participants identified the need for assistance to know
how to share emotionally vulnerable content. These findings present additional avenues
for intervention to address existing gaps in care by supporting dyads to share worries and
fear with each other and with their healthcare providers. While providers cannot
eliminate fear from being present in the illness experience, patients/IPs express
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appreciation of hearing accurate prognostic information and hearing clear, honest
communication from their provider. The only way to combat fear is with truth. Providers
can lessen fears and uncertainty in illness by providing clear, open, and truthful health
information to dyads as a means to provide support and reduce uncertainty and fear in the
illness experience.
Step 5, the final step on the pathway to improved dyadic coping outcomes, can
only occur if dyads are guided successfully through the prior 4 steps. Maximizing
communication and support behaviors in the dyad will also facilitate improved
communication behaviors between dyads and healthcare providers. It is this step (open
communication with providers) that is pivotal in getting patients actively engaged in
healthcare decisions leading to increases in receiving care in line with personal goals and
values both during illness and EOL. The byproduct of dyads safely traveling through
steps 1-4 of the STM is to achieve improved dyadic outcomes during the illness
experience. The improved dyadic outcomes at the independent level reflect improved
positive coping behavior, improved physical and psychological well-being, and improved
relationship and life satisfaction. Improved outcomes at the dyadic level reflect improved
mutual trust, increased sense of intimacy and connectedness (we-ness) within the
dyad.9,10,32
Implications to Nursing. Nurses have more consistent exposure to both patients
and IPs and thus are in key positions to observe dyadic communication and initiate
targeted interventions to support open communication. Nurses with expertise in
communication and palliative care are ideal candidates to serve as educators,
communication facilitators, and dyadic support experts. Interventions to support the
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Both/And space and reframing elements of the illness experience would require repeated
interactions at regular intervals and during acute periods of elevated stress. These
processes would address witnessing and sharing illness appraisals, fears, values, and
identification of mutual dyadic goals in illness. These processes would also facilitate
open communication of the cancer experience for each member of the dyad. Nursing
interventions would also include education and guidance to dyads emphasizing benefits
and methods of communicating more openly with their providers to minimize fear and
uncertainty associated with illness and seek to minimize aggressive care at EOL.
Whether one interaction, or multiple repeated interactions, nurses have the potential to
impart intimate and meaningful growth through the illness experience and beyond, for
dyads living with, and dying from, advanced cancer.
Implications to Medical Institutions. All patient participants in this study were
projected to live 12 months or more by their treating oncologist, yet 2 participants died
after completing their interviews, but before the completion of this research project.
Another patient had significant change in disease status resulting in a projected decline in
anticipated prognosis. These unanticipated declines in health happens all too often in
oncologic care and, although common, highlights the urgency for cancer programs to
embrace and financially support robust palliative care programs as part of comprehensive
cancer care delivery. Early palliative care intervention utilizing clinical and
communication experts to target communication support of emotionally vulnerable
content in dyads with cancer is critically needed to address the existing gap of engaging
individuals in conversations about personal values and goals in illness. Financially
supporting research initiatives investigating outcomes of early palliative care
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interventions will result in concrete data to validate benefits at both the dyad and
institutional level.
Expanding palliative care programs to integrate with the local community is also
recommended. This could include home visits and/or telehealth platforms, emphasizing
community engagement to improve current oncology models and extend services outside
traditional models of care. I further advocate for institutions to refocus care delivery from
patient-centered to family- and relationship-centered care. In doing so, institutions are
better situated to expand their reach to much broader and inclusive communities.
Implications to Policy. Although many academic institutions have inpatient
palliative care programs in place, it is much less common for cancer programs to have
robust outpatient palliative care programs. Existing research documenting improved
outcomes for institutions and patients should be utilized to educate and inform
policymakers on how the quality of oncology care can be improved. This could include
expanded reimbursement of counseling for patients and families with cancer as well as
dedicating funds to support infrastructure and research.
It is in the public’s interest for policymakers to support procedures and policies
aimed at minimizing unnecessary use of aggressive care in EOL, minimizing unnecessary
suffering in illness, and maximizing open communication of personal values, goals, and
preferences for care in advanced cancer. The COVID-19 pandemic has opened the door
to augmenting current care delivery models through use of telemedicine services, which
are not only reimbursable by most insurance providers but also expand the reach of care
delivery beyond geographic barriers. Engaging stakeholders (providers, IP dyads,
administrators) in more informed discussions may stimulate the formation of more
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broadly supported outpatient palliative care policies that can be readily implemented to
accomplish mutual goals of achieving positive outcomes in a cost-conscious healthcare
environment.
5.5.3 Implications for Future Research
Future research inquiry should be directed at dyadic intervention studies targeting
the Both/And space as represented in Figure 4. These studies should be longitudinal in
design and focused on dyads and early palliative care intervention supporting open
communication of vulnerable content across a broader samples of disease sites from
diagnosis of an advanced cancer throughout the entire illness trajectory through death and
bereavement. Future studies should investigate the impact of communication support on
dyadic suffering, physical and psychological outcomes and utilize consistent outcome
measures. Dyadic level outcomes should also be investigated for utilization of healthcare
resources (aggressive medical care in EOL, use of emergency room services, and deaths
taking place in the ICU) during illness and EOL. It should also be of value to investigate
provider-level outcomes comparing experiences in caring for dyads with early palliative
care support versus dyads with standard oncology care. Additional areas for future
research study are outlined below.
1. Knowledge of barriers and facilitators to dyadic communication of vulnerable
content may enhance provider awareness and stimulate changes in communication
behaviors that improve outcomes for IP dyads. Future research should assess providers’
willingness, perceived skill, and perceptions of addressing dyadic communication during
advanced cancer.
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2. IPs in this study demonstrated greater suffering than their patient counterparts.
This finding should be examined in a larger sample and examined over time. Suffering
and its relationship with dyadic communication should also be studied in other population
samples. The Suffering Pictogram is a short, easy to administer tool and may serve as an
optimal screening tool to be integrated in standard oncology care as well as in future
research studies investigating dyads living with advanced cancer.
3. The CCAT-PF may prove useful for identifying communication discrepancies
in larger samples of advanced cancer dyads. For example, the CCAT-PF may provide
pre- and post-intervention data for studies targeting dyadic communication and suffering
in advanced cancer and other serious illness populations.
4. Populations for future research: Emphasis on studies investigating dyads early
(opposed to late) after diagnosis of an advanced cancer.
5. Provider Communication: Must study providers and dyads with cancer to
understand if patient/IP perceptions of what information is communicated by the provider
is consistent with information received by the dyad regarding illness, treatment goals and
prognosis.
5.6 Conclusion
Two main findings were generated by this research study of dyads living with
advanced cancer. First, dyads confirm that their lives were changed by the presence of
cancer and that day-to-day life is perceived as unstable and difficult to balance.
Vulnerable communication during advanced cancer is influenced by pre-existing
communication patterns and complicated by difficulties learning to live in two opposing
worlds: Hope/Positivity and Uncertainty/Fear of Death. Secondly, this coping mechanism
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(hope/positivity) helps dyads navigate day-to day life with cancer but also creates a
barrier to open communication of emotionally vulnerable content. Dyads openly
acknowledged challenges overcoming this barrier alone and participants articulated a
need for help from providers to guide them through this unfamiliar territory.
Death from cancer should not be the enemy oncology providers aim to defeat.
Rather, I propose our focus should lie firmly on the reduction of human suffering that
results from advanced cancer. With appropriate early palliative care support of
emotionally vulnerable communication, dyads will discover unseen personal meanings
and create a coping framework that can be relied upon through illness, death, and
bereavement. Elements of illness suffering create opportunities to have suffering
witnessed by palliative care and communication experts, resulting in transformational
possibilities to shift our inner selves from a state of chaos towards peace. Kathleen
Dowling Singh described a similar philosophy in her book, The Grace in Dying,
describing existential transformation as a “movement from fear and rage to surrender and
peace. This is the movement from tragedy to grace” (page 61).75 And this movement is
best positioned to occur when residing firmly rooted in the space of Both/And.
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Appendix E: Interview Guide: Combined Dyad
Interview Guide-Combined Dyad
Research Question:
How does living with serious illness impact communication practices in the
patient/family dyad surrounding primary illness appraisals (personal cancer experience,
personal values, goals and preferences for care) during serious illness?
Introduction:
Good morning/afternoon. My name is Martha Francis and I have been a practicing
oncology nurse practitioner for the past 25 years. I am also a PhD student at the
University of Maryland, School of Nursing. I am conducting a research project to better
understand how couples living with cancer communicate with each other about their
feelings and experiences during this illness. Prior research has shown us that open
communication is very helpful for patients and spouses/intimate partners, but that often,
when it comes to talking about very personal things (personal illness experience, fears,
suffering, personal values and life goals) individuals often withhold those thoughts from
each other because they don’t want to hurt or upset the other person. I am trying to
understand more about how this type of vulnerable communication is for couples living
with cancer with hopes of trying to help people feel more comfortable with sharing these
aspects of themselves in the future.
I want to reassure you that your participation in this interview is completely voluntary
and you are free to stop the interview at any time. You are also free to choose NOT to
answer a particular question if you do not want to. The interview is completely
confidential and will not be shared with your healthcare providers. Additionally, any
documents relating to our conversation will NOT have your name or personal
information attached. With your permission, I would also like to record our discussion
today so I do not miss any important information you share with me. Is this OK with you
both that I record the conversation today?
I am eager to learn more about your experiences. I have a list of topics to discuss with
you but I also want to ask that you feel comfortable bringing up any other topics that you
feel are important for me to hear to better understand your experience. At times you may
feel that the topics we discuss trigger some strong emotions. I want to reassure you that if
this happens, it is ok. My primary objective is to provide a safe environment for sharing
your truest and most honest emotions no matter what they may be. At any time, we can
stop the interview or skip questions if it is too difficult.
Do you have any questions for me before we begin?
Major Statement: Each couple tends to have their own way of communicating with
each other that has been shaped by their time together or by experiences in your own
families. Are you able to share with me about how the two of you communicate together
in your own relationship? Will one of you describe this for me? (to non-speaking partner)
Is there anything you want to add to this description?
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1. Still referring to prior to your cancer diagnosis, what was your typical way of
communicating with each other when the conversation involved more emotional or
upsetting content?

Prompts:
How open were you in communicating thoughts fears, or emotions before you were
diagnosed?
Did conversations tend to be more superficial about daily life or was vulnerability and
more intimate emotional sharing commonly present in conversations?
Did your communication usually allow feeling seen, heard, understood?
Will one of you describe these aspects for me? (to non-speaking partner) Is there
anything you want to add to this description?
2. Is there someone else that either of you confide in when life is tough? If so, could you
describe more about this and describe why this person may have been easier for you to
speak with?
3. I would like to understand how you, as a couple, resolved situations of
conflict/vulnerability together? Can you tell me more about that?
4. Tell me about the day you both learned of {patient’s} diagnosis. What was it like to
hear those words? Can you share some of those thoughts with me now?
Are there things that you have wanted to speak together about but have not been able to
bring up in conversation yet? Can you tell me more about what those things might be?
Prompts: For example,
Were you able to talk about how that was for each of you to hear about the cancer
diagnosis?
Were you able to speak about things that you were afraid of? Why/Why not?
Were you able to speak about the side effects of therapy to your partner and/or your
providers and how they impact your day-to-day quality of life, your goals for treatment?
Have you been able to share some of those thoughts/feelings now that it is a few months
after the diagnosis? Why/why not? Is there anything you would like to share now while
we are all together?
5. Thinking about your cancer experiences so far, has it changed how you communicated
with each other? If {patient} became sicker or had worsening symptoms, do you think
your communication would change?
6. Is there anything else you would like to share that you feel is important for me to
understand about your experience as a couple living with cancer that we have not yet
discussed?
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Appendix F: Interview Guide : Patient Participant
Interview Guide-Patient Participant
Research Question:
How does living with serious illness impact communication practices in the
patient/family dyad surrounding primary illness appraisals (personal cancer experience,
personal values, goals and preferences for care) during serious illness?
Major Statement: When we first met you and {partner’s name} shared with me about
your relationship together and how the two of you communicated with each other as a
couple. Is there anything else you thought of since that conversation that might be
important for me to hear now that could help me understand your experience better? Will
you share those thoughts with me?
Additional Prompts/Probes:
1. First, I would like to hear how things have been for you since your diagnosis. How are
you feeling today?
1. When we spoke in the last interview we talked about how you and {partner}
communicated with each other in both good and difficult times before and after
your cancer diagnosis. Is there anything else that you didn’t feel comfortable
sharing with me during the combined interview that you wish to share with me
now?
2. Sometimes when people have cancer they try to protect their family members
by not talking openly about challenges they are having. Is this something you and
your partner have experienced?
a. If yes, can you tell me a bit more about that or a story that brings that to
life? Why do you think this happens to couples?
b. If no, can you tell me a bit more about what or a story that brings that to
life. Why do you think this is the case?
2. Sometimes people who have been diagnosed with cancer find additional sources of
support helpful in addition to support from their partners. Has this been your experience?
If so, who has been your source of extra support?
Does that outside support impact your decisions about what treatments you are willing to
take?
Does your partner have a similar outside source of support? What do you think this
experience
has been like for them?
Is this something you have both discussed?
Do you think your experiences affect each other’s experiences?
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3. Has (partner) ever shared with you what it has truly been like for him/her since your
diagnosis? Can you imagine reasons why/why not?
Do you think knowing his/her experience would change anything about how you see your
own experience?
Were there times in the past where sharing or withholding thoughts/feelings was helpful
or harmful to your relationship?
Do those past experiences impact the ways you both communicate together now? Could
you tell me more about that?
4. Are you able to describe other questions or topics that you would like to speak to
your spouse about but haven’t yet discussed?
What stops you from asking these questions?
If you can’t speak to your spouse/partner now about these things, when would you
imagine you might be able or more inclined to talk about these topics?
Is it possible that you might be more comfortable talking to someone else about these
topics? Tell me more about why/why not.
5. Have you considered that there may be questions or discussions that
(spouse/partner) has wanted to have with you but has not been able to initiate? What
topics might those be?
Can you describe reasons that he/she might not feel comfortable bringing up those
conversations with you?
Could you imagine ways that sharing these thoughts/fears/discussions with each other
might be helpful to you both?
Are there particular conversations that are harder than others to have?
6. People that study what it is like for patients and families to live with a serious illness
often talk about the importance of patients thinking about two important questions during
their illness experience to help them get achieve a better outcome.
1. What is most important to me in my life right now?
2. What treatments or how aggressive am I willing to be with treatment during my
illness?
You are right here with me now, a real example of someone living with cancer. Can you
help me understand how patients living with a serious illness balance the ideas of “what
is most important to me in life” and “what treatments or how far am I willing to go with
treatments during my illness?”
Are these two questions tied in together with each other or two separate ideas? Can you
explain to me why you see them that way?
Would you say these questions even matter to someone living with cancer? If they don’t
matter at all or just not now, do you think they might be important later on in the illness?
Tell me more about why that might be.
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7. Speaking from your own personal experience, can you help me better understand what
it is about a prognosis or Hospice conversation that makes it so difficult for individuals
living with a serious illness to talk about?
8. Is there anything else you would like to share that we have not discussed?
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Appendix G: Interview Guide: Intimate Partner Participant
Interview Guide-IP Participant
Research Question:
How does living with serious illness impact communication practices in the
patient/family dyad surrounding primary illness appraisals (personal cancer experience,
personal values, goals and preferences for care) during serious illness?
Major Statement: When we first met you and {partner’s name} shared with me about
your relationship together, and how the two of you tend to communicate with each other
as a couple. Is there anything else you thought of since that conversation that might be
important for me to hear now that could help me understand your experience better? Will
you share those thoughts with me?
1. First, I would like to hear how things have been for you since {patient} was diagnosed.
How are you feeling today?
1. When we spoke in the last interview we talked about how you and {partner}
communicated with each other in both good and difficult times before and after
your cancer diagnosis.
Is there anything else that you didn’t feel comfortable sharing with me
during the combined interview that you wish to share with me now?
2. Sometimes when couples are dealing with a serious health concern like cancer,
they try to protect family members by not talking openly about challenges they
are having. Is this something you and your partner have experienced?
a. If yes, can you tell me a bit more about that, or a story that brings that
experience to life? Why do you think this happens to couples?
b. If no, can you tell me a bit more about what or a story that brings that
to life. Why do you think this is the case?
2. Being a spouse/partner to someone living with cancer can be an incredibly challenging
and complicated task. Sometimes people have found additional sources of support to be
helpful. Has this been your experience? If so, who has been this extra support person for
you?
Does your partner have a similar outside source of support? What do you think this
experience has been like for them since they were diagnosed?
Is this something you have both discussed together?
Do you think your experiences affect each other’s experiences?
3. Has {patient name} ever shared with you what it has emotionally been like for him/her
since the diagnosis?
Can you describe reasons why/why not?
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Do you think knowing his/her experience might influence your experience or influence
your relationship together as you are living with this illness in your family?
Were there times in the past where sharing or withholding thoughts/feelings were helpful
or harmful to your relationship?
Do those past experiences impact the ways you both communicate together now? Could
you tell me more about that?
4. Do you think {patient name} has questions or concerns (such as with treatment, side
effects, the future) that he/she is holding back from sharing with you?
Why do you think he/she might be holding back?
Are there questions or thoughts that you have wanted to talk to {patient} about but have
found yourself holding back from sharing with him/her?
Are you able to imagine what might help those things be easier for the two of you
to discuss together?
For example; conversation starters?; provider helping to start those
conversations with the 2 of you?
5. Has {patient name} ever talked to you about what is most important to him/her in life
while living with this illness?
-If yes, how was that conversation for you?
-Can you tell me how that conversation made you feel? For example, it is
common for families to describe their reactions to these conversations in different
ways; such as ‘being difficult but in the end, helpful’ or ‘so uncomfortable that
they had to change the subject or avoid continuing the conversation all together’.
-If he/she hasn’t talked about this issue, why do you think that is?
6. When your family is living with a serious illness like cancer, do you think this question
of ‘what is important to you in life right now’ is an important question for couples to talk
about together or just something that ‘sounds good’ to researchers but doesn’t really fit in
to the real life experience you are going through? Tell me more about why you think that
way.
-Do you and your partner take this in to consideration when you have to make
decisions about treatment choices? Are decisions made together or your partner
makes those decisions him/herself?
If it isn’t important to your experience right now, do you think it might be important to
consider down the road or it simply just isn’t an important question at all. Could you tell
me more about why you feel that way?
7. Speaking from your own personal experience, can you help me better understand what
it is about a prognosis or Hospice conversation that makes it so difficult for families
living with a serious illness to talk about?
8. Is there anything else you would like to share that we have not discussed?
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Appendix H: Cancer Communication Assessment Tool-Patient
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Appendix I : Cancer Communication Assessment Tool-Family
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Appendix J: Scoring Instructions of Cancer Communication Assessment ToolPF
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Appendix K: Suffering Pictogram
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Appendix L: Step 2 Extracting Significant Statements
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Appendix M: Data Analysis Steps 3 and 4: Formulated Meanings reduced to
Final Emergent Themes
Communication with Partner (AB, A, B)
12 Sub-Themes reduced to 4 Broadened Themes
Planning for EOL
6 Sub-Themes reduced to 2 Broadened Themes
Death & Dying
8 Sub-Themes reduced to 3 Broadened Themes
Living with Cancer
32 Sub-Themes reduced to 6 Broadened Themes
Formulated
Broadened Theme
Meanings
Clusters
Learning and Growing Each relationship is
in Communication
unique, takes its
over Time
shape over years
spent together and is
Thinking About
influenced by our
Foundations of the
Relationship Together past experiences in
life and influenced by
Our Past experiences
in Life Shape how we past patterns of
communication
Communicate
together through the
Together in the
ups and downs of
Present Relationship
everyday life.
Our Past Habits and
Day to Day Life can
Get in the Way of
Communicating
Finding Safety
Relationships lean
Together through
towards seeking
Mundane
safety together
Communications
through mundane
Providing Support To conversations and
active support
Each other By Being
Present, Listening, and behaviors.
Remaining Positive
It’s Hard to Talk when Vulnerable
Emotions are High
conversations are less
common but often
Vulnerable
filled with high
Conversations are
emotions and
Infrequent in Normal
challenges as past
Day to Day Life
patterns of coping
Relationships have
take over.
Varied Paths through
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Emergent Themes
Communication
patterns in dyads
living with advanced
illness are unique and
shaped by the past
and the present yet
actively need external
guidance through the
unstable trajectory of
the illness experience.

Final Emergent
Themes
Vulnerable
communication
during advanced
illness is influenced by
pre-existing
communication
patterns and
complicated by
challenges with
learning to live in two
worlds:
Hope/Positivity and
Uncertainty/Fear

Vulnerable
Communications
Needing Help to
Understand the Value
of Talking Openly and
Guide them Across the
Uncertain Ground of
Vulnerable EOL
Conversations
Walking on a
Precipice Balancing
the Need to Protect
your Partner with the
Need to Protect
Yourself
Sharing your Story is
Complicated by an
Internal Battle for
Daily Survival and
Willingness to Invite
Others into this
Tenuous Space
Learning of Diagnosis
was Surreal and
Difficult to Process
and Accept (AB)
Cancer Changes How
you Live and Think
About Everyday Life
(AB)
“Like a Freight Train”
with Thoughts of
Living and Preparing
for Dying Left in its
Wake (A)
New and Old Coping
Patterns Emerge while
on the Rollercoaster
called Cancer (AB)
Physical Functioning
Impacts Coping and
Mental State (AB)
An Important Coping
Tool is the Ability to
Think Positively and

The act of sharing
one’s illness
experience creates
additional moments
of vulnerability at a
time when life is
already feeling
tenuous and unstable.
Patients and intimate
partners alike identify
the need for
assistance to enter
into this awkward
territory balancing
both the need to
protect the partner
and also protect
oneself in this
difficult space.

The impact of a
cancer diagnosis was
surreal and changed
living in and thinking
about everyday life.
Diagnosis was “like a
freight train” leaving
old ways of life and
preparing for dying in
its wake.

You can’t escape the
grips of fear and
uncertainty while on
the rollercoaster of
cancer, but the
experience is
improved when
physical functioning
is maintained, and the
ride is shared with a
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Living with Cancer is
like riding
blindfolded on an
unfamiliar rollercoaster. The highs are
filled with hope and
positivity; the lows
are filled with fear
and uncertainty, yet
no matter how
comfortable you get
on this ride, you are
always left holding
your breath for the
next turn in the track.

Maintain Hope
Despite Feeling Fear
and Uncertainty
Always Lingering
Close By. (AB)
Being Together is
Mutually Beneficial
(AB)
Realizing You Can’t
Escape Cancer’s
Impact on Life (B)
Living on Unstable
Ground (AB)
“It’s Just a Vicious
Circle of Nowhere”;
Not knowing How the
Story Will End (AB)
Hard to Live in Two
Worlds: Hope and
Positivity verses Fear
and Sadness.(B)
Learning to Live With
Fear, Uncertainty, and
Loss of Control Of
What the Future
Holds. (B)
Treatments Add
Complexity and
Uncertainty to Living
with Cancer (B)
Coping and
Frustrations in Cancer
(AB)
Carrying Guilt in
Illness (AB)
Cancer can Lead to
Isolation in
Relationships (AB)
Undesirable Emotions
That Accompany Life
with Cancer (A)
Desire to Move
Forward with Hope
while Balancing
Payoffs and Suffering
in Treatment (AB)

partner. New coping
patterns emerge
through positivity
and hope-filled
attitude along this
new journey.

Day to day life with
cancer is unstable and
at times feels like “a
vicious circle of
nowhere” worsened
by a lack of control
and not knowing how
the story will end.
Navigating
complexities of
treatment schedules
adds to uncertainty
and instability of life.
The cancer
experience is a dance
between two worlds:
Hope/positivity and
Fear/sadness.
Emotions are many
and fluid in nature
during the
rollercoaster of living
with cancer. They
course through guilt,
isolation, frustration,
fear, and sadness to
name a few.
After the initial
Learning to adapt to a
impact of diagnosis, a new rhythm of life.
new rhythm to living
with cancer develops
and life adjusts with
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Settling in to New
Rhythms of Life (A)
New Priorities in
Living (A)
There’s Always Light
or Possible Light at the
End of the Tunnel.
Until Somebody” Tells
you Otherwise (A)
Taking Treatments to
Have More Time on
Earth as Long as Can
Still Have Physical
Independence and
Limited Suffering (A)
Learning New Skills
for Balancing Life and
Cancer (B)
Holding Hope and
Positivity Are Forms
to Actively “Do
Something” to Fight
Cancer (B)
External Relationships
Can Be Supportive
and Stressful (AB
Cancer Can Change
How we Communicate
in Life (AB)
Hearing and
Contemplating
Partner’s Experience
(A)
Needing Help to
Navigate Path (A)
Caring For Partner (A)
Having Different
Needs and
Perspectives from
Partner (A)
Relationship Changed
with Cancer and
Communication Now
More Complicated (B)
Intimate Partner’s
Experience Unique

new priorities and
coping skills. Hope
and positivity are the
armor worn to
actively fight against
cancer and give more
time on earth.

Intimate partner
relationships are
changed by cancer
and communication
becomes more
complicated by
emotions and
uncertainty. Needs
and illness
perspectives vary
between patients and
intimate partners and
both parties express a
need for guidance
through this
unfamiliar territory.
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and Doesn’t Always
Leave Room for
Personal Needs(B)
Understanding Reality
of Death From Illness
Facilitates Taking
Steps To Plan and
Voice wishes For EOL
as well as Thinking
About Priorities for
Living with Cancer
Contemplating Timing
for Taking Action on
EOL Activities
Recognizes Value and
Takes Steps to Plan for
EOL but Urge Lessens
when You are Feeling
Good And Threat of
Death is Less Pressing
Struggling to Face
Grief While Still
Living in Positivity
Talking About EOL is
Complicated with
Many Factors to
Consider
Needing Help to Have
EOL Conversations

Sometimes it’s OK to
Talk About Death and
Dying; Past
experiences Can Help
Bring Clarity To
Those Discussions
Common Thoughts
About Line in the
Sand: Increased

When the threat of
death feels closer (ie
at diagnosis or
hospice discussion)
pts and IP’s are
inclined to take steps
to plan for and
discuss EOL. But as
they enter the
rollercoaster of living
with cancer and are
physically feeling
well, the urge to plan
becomes less
pressing and easier to
put off for another
day.
Planning for EOL
involves
acknowledging
reality of death which
creates added distress
in trying to balance
‘living in hope’ yet
grieving for the life
that is being lost. Pts
and IP alike articulate
the need for help to
process this step and
engage in EOL
conversations with
each other and with
providers.

Planning for EOL
during illness is far
more complicated
than simply making
decisions about how
you envision your
death.

Patients have clear
ideas of what they
envision for their
own death
experience, but these
are often not shared
clearly with family or
providers. If these
discussions occur,

The concept of death
is unfamiliar and
induces fear,
particularly for those
living with advanced
illness
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Vulnerable
communication about
EOL and Hospice is
emotional and
unfamiliar. It is
influenced by one’s
perception of
proximity to death.
The word Hospice
ends the uncertainty
about ‘how their story
will end’ and confirms
the fear that death
from illness is certain.

Suffering, Physical
Dependence and Not
Wanting to Be A
Burden on Others
Patients Have Clear
Ideas for What They
Want For Their Own
Death Experience

they are often
superficial and done
in casual
conversation where
sense of vulnerability
is reduced. Prior
death & dying
experiences with
family/friends can
serve as a means to
talk safely about
death & dying as well
as add clarity to
personal wishes for
death & dying while
living with cancer.
Important to Set Goals Pts and IP identify
for Living and Dying
the importance of
from Cancer
setting priorities for
living and thinking
Understanding
Prognosis and Talking about tasks to be
done before dying,
About Hospice May
but this can be
Make Living with
difficult while living
Cancer More
Challenging. It’s Hard in uncertainty.
Providers can reduce
to Talk About Dying
uncertainty through
While You Are Still
general prognosis
Fighting to Live
discussions, but these
Questioning How
discussions may also
Much Treatment You
make ‘living in hope’
Can Take & If you
more challenging. It
Truly Understand the
Prognosis Accurately-- is emotionally
difficult to deal with
Rely on Providers to
grief while still
Educate and Inform
fighting to live.
Us of Progress
Hospice Conversations It is a common social
Confirm that Death is norm for individuals
Certain and “The
to fear death. While
Book is Coming to An living with cancer,
End”
death is perceived as
the ultimate threat,
yet despite coping
mechanisms of denial
or thinking
positively, fear of
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death always lurks
close by. Hospice
discussions trigger
strong emotional
responses as fears are
realized and death is
then felt to be
confirmed as
imminent and certain.
Total = A total of 534 significant statements were reduced in stages to 58 Formulated
Meanings, 15 Broadened Themes, 5 Emergent Themes, resulting in 2 Final Emergent
Themes
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